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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce the algorithms of Orthogonal Deep Neural Networks (OrthDNNs) to connect with recent interest
of spectrally regularized deep learning methods. OrthDNNs are theoretically motivated by generalization analysis of modern DNNs,
with the aim to find solution properties of network weights that guarantee better generalization. To this end, we first prove that DNNs
are of local isometry on data distributions of practical interest; by using a new covering of the sample space and introducing the local
isometry property of DNNs into generalization analysis, we establish a new generalization error bound that is both scale- and
range-sensitive to singular value spectrum of each of networks’ weight matrices. We prove that the optimal bound w.r.t. the degree of
isometry is attained when each weight matrix has a spectrum of equal singular values, among which orthogonal weight matrix or a
non-square one with orthonormal rows or columns is the most straightforward choice, suggesting the algorithms of OrthDNNs. We
present both algorithms of strict and approximate OrthDNNs, and for the later ones we propose a simple yet effective algorithm called
Singular Value Bounding (SVB), which performs as well as strict OrthDNNs, but at a much lower computational cost. We also propose
Bounded Batch Normalization (BBN) to make compatible use of batch normalization with OrthDNNs. We conduct extensive
comparative studies by using modern architectures on benchmark image classification. Experiments show the efficacy of OrthDNNs.
Index Terms—Deep neural networks, generalization error, robustness, spectral regularization, image classification
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I NTRODUCTION

Deep learning or deep neural networks (DNNs) have
been achieving great success on many machine learning
tasks, with image classification [47] as one of the prominent examples. Key design that supports success of deep
learning can date at least back to Neocognitron [17] and
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [38], which employ hierarchial, compositional design to facilitate learning target functions that approximately capture statistical
properties of natural signals. Modern DNNs are usually
over-parameterized and have very high model capacities,
yet practically meaningful solutions can be obtained via
simple back-propagation training of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [39], where regularization methods such as
early stopping, weight decay, and data augmentation are
commonly used to alleviate the issue of overfitting.
Over the years, new technical innovations have been introduced to improve DNNs in terms of architectural design
[22], [27], optimization [14], [19], [34], and also regularization [25], [29], which altogether make efficient and effective
training of extremely over-parameterized models possible.
While many of these innovations are empirically proposed,
some of them are justified by subsequent theoretical studies that explain their practical effectiveness. For example,
dropout training [25] is explained as an approximate regularization of adaptive weight decay in [3], [55]. Theoretically
characterizing global optimality conditions of DNNs are
also presented in [31], [61].
The above optimization and regularization methods aim
to explain and address the generic difficulties of training
•
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DNNs, and to improve efficient use of network parameters; they do not have designs on properties of solutions
to which network training should converge. In contrast,
there exist other deep learning methods that have favored
solution properties of network parameters, and expect such
properties to guarantee good generalization at inference time. In
this work, we specially focus on DNN methods that impose
explicit regularization on weight matrices of network layers
[51], [56]. For example, Sokolic et al. [51] propose by theoretical analysis a soft regularizer that penalizes Frobenius norm
of the Jacobian. More recently, methods that regularize the
whole spectrum of singular values and its range for each of
networks’ weight matrices are also proposed [2], [5], [13],
[30], [57], [58]. They achieve clearly improved performance
over those without imposing such a regularization. However, many of these methods are empirically motivated, with
no theoretical justification on its effect on generalization. We
aim to study this theoretical issue in this work.
Motivated by geometric intuitions from isometric mappings [28], we introduce a term of local isometry into the
framework of generalization analysis via algorithmic robustness [60]. We use an intuitive and also formal definition
of instance-wise variation space to characterize data distributions of practical interest, and prove that DNNs are of local
isometry on such data distributions. More specifically, we
prove that for a DNN trained on such a data distribution, a
covering based on a linear partition (induced by the DNN)
of the input space can be found such that DNN is locally
linear in each covering ball, where we give bound on the
diameters of covering balls in terms of spectral norms of the
DNN’s weight matrices. Based on a further proof that for
a mapping induced by a linear DNN, degree of isometry
is fully controlled by singular value spectrum of each of its
weight matrices, we establish our generalization error (GE)
bound for (nonlinear) DNNs, and show that it is both scaleand range-sensitive to singular value spectrum of each of their
weight matrices. An illustration of our proofs is given in fig. 1.
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Derivation of our bound is based on a new covering of the
sample space, as illustrated in fig. 2, which enables explicit
characterization of GEs caused by both the distance expansion
and distance contraction of locally isometric mappings.
To attain an optimal GE bound w.r.t. the degree of
isometry, we prove that the optimum is achieved when each
weight matrix of a DNN has a spectrum of equal singular
values, among which orthogonal weight matrix or a nonsquare one with orthonormal rows or columns is the most
straightforward choice, suggesting the algorithms of Orthogonal Deep Neural Networks (OrthDNNs). Training to obtain a
strict OrthDNN amounts to optimizing the weight matrices
over their respective Stiefel manifolds, which, however, is
very costly for large-sized DNNs. To achieve efficient learning, we propose a simple yet effective algorithm of approximate OrthDNNs called Singular Value Bounding (SVB). SVB
periodically bounds, in the SGD based training iterations,
all singular values of each weight matrix in a narrow band
around the value of 1, thus achieving near orthogonality
(row- or column-wise orthonormality) of weight matrices.
In this work, we also discuss alternative schemes of soft regularization [4], [13], [58] to achieve approximate OrthDNNs,
and compare with our proposed SVB. Batch Normalization
(BN) [29] is commonly used in modern DNNs, yet it has a
potential risk of ill-conditioned layer transform, making it
incompatible with OrthDNNs. We propose Degenerate Batch
Normalization (DBN) and Bounded Batch Normalization (BBN)
to remove such a potential risk, and to enable its use with
strict and approximate OrthDNNs respectively.
To investigate the efficacy of OrthDNNs, we conduct
extensive experiments of benchmark image classification
[36], [47] on modern architectures [23], [27], [50], [59], [62].
These experiments show that OrthDNNs consistently improve generalization by providing regularization to training
of these architectures. Interestingly, approximate OrthDNNs
perform as well as strict ones, but at a much lower computational cost. For approximate OrthDNNs, we also compare
hard regularization via our proposed SVB and BBN with
the alternatives of soft regularization; our results are better
than or comparable to those of these alternatives on modern
architectures. In some of these studies, we investigate behaviors of our method under learning regimes from small to
large sizes of training samples; results confirm the empirical
strength of our method, especially for learning problems of
smaller sample sizes. We also investigate robustness of our
method against corruptions that are commonly encountered
in natural images; our results demonstrate better robustness
against such corruptions, and the robustness stands gracefully with increase of corruption severity levels.
1.1

Relations with existing works

1.1.1 Generalization analysis of DNNs
Classical theories of DNNs show that they are universal
approximators [6], [26]. However, recent results from Zhang
et al. [63] show an apparent puzzle that over-parameterized
DNNs are able to shatter randomly labeled training data,
suggesting worst-case generalization since test performance
can only be at a chance level, while at the same time they
perform well on practical learning tasks (e.g., ImageNet
classification); the puzzle suggests that traditional analysis

of data-independent generalization does not readily apply. They further conjecture [64] that over-parameterized
DNNs, when trained via SGD, tend to find local solutions
that fall in, with high probability, flat regions in the highdimensional solution space, which is even obvious when
learning tasks are on natural signals; flat-region solutions
imply robustness in the parameter space of DNNs, which
may further implies robustness in the input data space.
Similar argument of flat-region solutions is also presented
in [33], although Dinh et al. [15] argue that these flat minima
can be equivalently converted as sharp minima without
affecting network prediction. Generalization of DNNs is
also explained by stochastic optimization. In [21], the notion
of uniform stability [10] is extended to characterize the randomness of SGD, and a generalization bound in expectation
is established for learning with SGD. The distribution-free
stability bound of [21] is improved in [37] via the notion
of on-average stability, revealing data-dependent behavior
of SGD. To understand practical generalization of DNNs,
Kawaguchi et al. [32] argue that independent of the hypothesis set and algorithms used, the learned model itself,
possibly selected via a validation set, is the most important
factor that accounts for good generalization; a generalization bound w.r.t. validation error is also presented in [32].
To further characterize generalization of DNNs with
their weight matrices, Sokolic et al. [51] study DNNs as robust large-margin classifiers via the algorithmic robustness
framework [60]. They introduce a notion of average Jacobian, and use spectral norm of the Jacobian matrix to locally
bound the distance expansion from the input to the output
space of a DNN; spectral norm of the Jacobian is further
relaxed as the product of spectral norms of the network’s
weight matrices, which is used to establish the robustness
based generalization bound. Bartlett et al. [7] use a scalesensitive measure of complexity to establish a generalization
bound. They derive a margin-normalized spectral complexity, i.e., the product of spectral norms of weight matrices
divided by the margin, via covering number approximation
of Rademacher complexity; they further show empirically
that such a bound is task-dependent, suggesting that SGD
training learns parameters of a DNN whose complexity
scales with the difficulty of the learning task.
While both of our bound and that of [51] are developed
under the framework of algorithmic robustness [60], our
bound is controlled by the whole spectrum of singular
values, rather than spectral norm (i.e., the largest singular
value) of each of the network’s weight matrices, by introducing a term of local isometry into the framework. This also
means that in contrast to [7], our bound is both scale- and
range-sensitive to singular values of weight matrices. The
fact that our bound is scale-sensitive in the sense of [7] implies that for difficult learning tasks, e.g., randomly labeled
CIFAR10 [63], spectral norms of weight matrices would go
extremely large, causing the diameters of covering balls go
extremely small and correspondingly the second term of
our bound (cf. theorem 3.2) that characterizes distribution
mismatch between training and test samples dominates, and
that the bound becomes vacuous. In contrast, for learning
tasks of practical interest, e.g., standard CIFAR10 [36], the
spectra of singular values of weight matrices are potentially
in a benign range, and the bound is of practical use to inspire
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design of improved learning algorithms.
1.1.2

Compositional computations and isometries of DNNs

Montúfar et al. [43] characterize complexity of functions
computable by DNNs and establish a lower bound on the
maximal number of linear regions into which a DNN (with
ReLU activation) can partition the input space, where the
bound is derived by compositional replication of layer-wise
space partitioning and grows exponentially with depth of
the DNN. Our derivation of the analytic form of regionwise linear mapping (cf. lemma 3.2) borrows ideas from
[43]. Similar compositional derivations for the number of
computational paths from the network input to a hidden
unit are also presented in [31], [32].
Geometric intuition of isometric mappings has been introduced to improve robustness of deep feature transformation [28], where DNNs are studied as a form of transformation functions. However, their development of robustness
bound only uses explicitly the distance expansion constraint
of isometric mappings; moreover, their studies are in the
context of metric learning and for DNNs, they stay on a
general function form, with no indications on how layerwise weight matrices affect generalization.
1.1.3

that orthonormality of rows or columns of weight matrices
can be approximately achieved.

1.2

There exists a growing recent interest on using spectral regularization to improve training of DNNs. These methods impose explicit regularization on weight matrices of network
layers by penalizing either their spectral norms [51], [56] or
the whole spectrums of their singular values [5], [13], [30],
[58]. The SVB algorithm proposed in our preliminary work
[30] is among the later approach. Most of these methods
are empirically motivated with no theoretical guarantees. In
the present paper, we focus on theoretical analysis of these
methods from the perspective of generalization analysis,
and prove a novel GE bound for data distributions of
practical interest. We also intensively compare empirical
performance of these methods, and present their empirical
strengths under various learning scenarios. We summarize
our technical contributions as follows.
•

Optimization benefits of isometry/orthogonality

Previous works [30], [48], [58] show that orthogonality
helps the optimization of DNNs by preventing explosion
or vanishing of back-propagated gradients. More specifically, a property of dynamic isometry is studied in [48]
to understand learning dynamics of deep linear networks.
Pennington et al. [46] extend such studies to DNNs by
employing powerful tools from free probability theory; they
show that with orthogonal weight initialization, sigmoid
activation functions can keep the maximum singular value
to be 1 as layers go deeper, and isometry of DNNs can
be preserved for a large amount of time during training.
However, the analysis on optimization benefits does not
explain the gain in test accuracy, i.e., the generalization.
1.1.4

Contributions

•

Regularization on weight matrices

Wang et al. [56] propose Extended Data Jacobian Matrix
(EDJM) as a network analyzing tool, and study how the
spectrum of EDJM affects performance of different networks
of varying depths, architectures, and training methods.
Based on these observations, they propose a spectral soft
regularizer that encourages major singular values of EDJM
to be closer to the largest one (practically implemented on
weight matrix of each layer). As discussed above, a related
notion of average Jacobian is used in [51] to motivate a soft
regularizer that penalizes spectral norms of weight matrices.
There exist other recent methods [5], [13], [30], [58] that
improve empirical performance of DNNs by regularizing
the whole spectrum of singular values for each of networks’
weight matrices. This is implemented in [13], [58] as soft regularizers that encourage the product between each weight
matrix and its transpose to be close to an identity one. Different from [13], [58], we propose a hard regularization method
termed Singular Value Bounding (SVB), which periodically
bounds in the training process all singular values of each
weight matrix in a narrow band around the value of 1, so

•
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We present in this paper a new generalization error
bound for DNNs. We first prove that DNNs are of
local isometry on data distributions of practical interest, where the degree of isometry is fully controlled
by singular value spectrum of each of their weight
matrices. By using a new covering of the sample
space and introducing the local isometry property of
DNNs into an algorithmic robustness framework, we
establish our GE bound and show that it is both scaleand range-sensitive to singular value spectrum of each of
networks’ weight matrices.
We prove that the optimal bound w.r.t. the degree
of isometry is attained when each weight matrix
of a DNN has a spectrum of equal singular values, among which orthogonal weight matrix or a
non-square one with orthonormal rows or columns
is the most straightforward choice, suggesting the
algorithms of Orthogonal Deep Neural Networks (OrthDNNs). In this paper, we also present the algorithmic details of OrthDNNs.
To address the heavy computation of strict OrthDNNs, we propose a novel algorithm called Singular Value Bounding (SVB), which achieves approximate
OrthDNNs via a simple scheme of hard regularization. We discuss alternative schemes of soft regularization, and compare with our proposed SVB. Batch
normalization has a potential risk of ill-conditioned
layer transform, making it incompatible with OrthDNNs. We propose Degenerate Batch Normalization
(DBN) and Bounded Batch Normalization (BBN) to
remove such a potential risk, and to enable its use
with strict and approximate OrthDNNs.

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

We start by describing the formalism of classification problems that jointly learn a representation and a classifier, e.g.,
via Deep Neural Networks (DNNs).
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2.1 The classification-representation-learning problem
and its generalization error

following holds for all si = (xi , yi ) ∈ Sm , z = (x, y) ∈
Z, Ck ∈ C :

Assume a sample space Z = X × Y , where X is the instance
space and Y is the label space. We restrict ourselves to classification problems in this paper, and have x ∈ X as vectors
in Rn and y ∈ Y as a positive integer less than |Y| ∈ N. We
use Sm = {si = (xi , yi )}m
i=1 to denote the training set of size
m whose examples are drawn independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) according to an unknown distribution P .
(x)
We also denote Sm = {xi }m
i=1 . Given a loss function L, the
goal of learning is to identify a function fSm : X 7→ Y in a
hypothesis space (a class F of functions) that minimizes the
expected risk

∀si = (xi , yi ) ∈ Ck , ∀z = (x, y) ∈ Ck
=⇒ |L(f (xi ), yi ) − L(f (x), y)| ≤ (Sm ).

R(f ) = Ez∼P [L (f (x), y)] ,
where z = (x, y) ∈ Z is sampled i.i.d. according to P . Since
P is unknown, the observable quantity serving as a proxy
to the expected risk R(f ) is the empirical risk
m

Rm (f ) =

1 X
L (f (xi ), yi ) .
m i=1

One of the primary goals in statistical learning theory
is to characterize the discrepancy between R(fSm ) and
Rm (fSm ), which is termed as generalization error — it is
sometimes termed as generalization gap in the literature
GE(fSm ) = |R(fSm ) − Rm (fSm )|.
In this paper, we are interested in using DNNs to solve
classification problems. It amounts to learning a map T ,
which extracts feature characteristic to a classification task,
and minimizing Rm simultaneously. We denote classification with this approach as a Classification-RepresentationLearning (CRL) problem. We single out the map T because
most of the theoretical analysis in this paper resolves around
it. Rewriting the two risks by incorporating a map T (we
write T when it is instantiated by a DNN), we have

R(f, T ) = Ez∼P [L (f (T x), y)] ,
Rm (f, T ) =

1
m

m
X

L (f (T xi ), yi ) .

(1)
(2)

i=1

2.2 Generalization analysis for robust algorithms with
isometric mapping
The upper bounds of GE are generally established by leveraging on certain measures related to the capacity of hypothesis space F , such as Rademacher complexity and VCdimension [42]. These complexity measures capture global
properties of F ; however, GE bounds based on them ignore
the specifically used learning algorithms. To establish a finer
bound, one may resort to algorithm-dependent analysis
[41], [60]. Our analysis of GE bound in this work is based
on the algorithmic robustness framework [60] that has the
advantage of conveying information of local geometry. We
begin with the definition of robustness used in [60].
Definition 1 ((K, (·))-robustness). An algorithm is (K, (·))robust for K ∈ N and (·) : Z m 7→ R, if Z can be partitioned
into K disjoint sets, denoted by C = {Ck }K
k=1 , such that the

The gist of the definition is to constrain the variation
of loss values on test examples w.r.t. those of training
ones through local property of the algorithmically learned
function. Intuitively, if s ∈ Sm and z ∈ Z are “close” (e.g.,
in the same partition Ck ), their loss should also be close, due
to the intrinsic constraint imposed by f .
For any algorithm that is robust, [60] proves
Theorem 2.1 ( [60]). If a learning algorithm is (K, (·))-robust
and L is bounded, a.k.a. L(f (x), y) ≤ M ∀z ∈ Z , for any
ν > 0, with probability at least 1 − ν we have
s
2K log(2) + 2 log(1/ν)
.
(3)
GE(fSm ) ≤ (Sm ) + M
m
To control the first term, a natural approach is to constrain the variation of the loss function. Covering number
[35] provides a way to bound the variation of the loss
function, and more importantly, it conceptually realizes the
actual number K of disjoint partitions.
Definition 2 (Covering number). Given a metric space (S, ρ),
we say that a subset Ŝ of S is a γ -cover of S , if ∀s ∈ S , ∃ŝ ∈ Ŝ
such that ρ(s, ŝ) ≤ γ . The γ -covering number of S is

Nγ (S, ρ) = min{|Ŝ| : Ŝ is a γ -covering of S}.
In [28], they propose δ -isometry as a desirable property
in CRL problem to help control the variation, where δ isometry is a geometric property of mapping functions.
Definition 3 (δ -isometry). Given a map T that maps a metric
space (P, ρP ) to another metric space (Q, ρQ ), it is called δ isometry if the following inequality holds

∀x, x0 ∈ P, |ρQ (T x, T x0 ) − ρP (x, x0 )| ≤ δ.
When T in eq. (1) and eq. (2) is of δ -isometry, by using
ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≤ ρP (x, x0 ) + δ a realization of algorithmic
robustness (or GE bound in the form of Theorem 2.1) similar
to [28] can be established for DNNs as follows.
Theorem 2.2. Given an algorithm in a CRL problem, if the
Lipschtiz constant of L ◦ f w.r.t. T x is bounded by A, T is of δ isometry, and X is compact with a covering number Nγ/2 (X , ρ),
then it is (|Y|Nγ/2 (X , ρ), A(γ + δ))-robust.
Remark. The result in [28] is (|Y|Nγ/2 (X , ρ), 2A(γ + δ))robust; the factor of 2 in the second term is dropped here due to the
fact that in CRL problems, we are not doing metric learning as in
[28], which involves two pairs of examples, and we only compare
one pair of examples. Its proof under the context of DNN, i.e., the
proof of theorem 3.1, is given in Appendix E.
Remark. Denote ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≤ ρP (x, x0 ) + δ as the expansion property of the δ -isometry, and ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≥
ρP (x, x0 )−δ as its contraction property. We note that the above
theorem is established by only exploiting the expansion property.
After proving that DNNs achieve locally isometric mappings in
section 3.1, we will show that a better generalization can be
derived by considering both the properties.
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2.3

Notations of deep neural networks

We study the map T as a neural network. We present the
definition of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) here, which captures all ingredients for theoretical analysis and enables us
to convey the analysis without unnecessary complications,
though we note that the analysis extends to Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) almost equally.
A MLP is a map that takes an input x ∈ Rn from the
space X , and builds its output by recursively applying a
linear map Wl followed by a pointwise non-linearity g

xl = g(Wl xl−1 ),

(4)

where l ∈ {1, . . . , L} indexes the layer, xl ∈ Rnl , x0 = x,
Wl ∈ Rnl ×nl−1 , and g denotes the activation function,
which throughout the paper is the Rectifier Linear Unit
(ReLU) [20]. Optionally g may include max pooling operator
[8] after applying ReLU. We also denote the intermediate
feature space g(Wl xl−1 ) as Xl and X0 = X . Each Xl is a
metric space, and throughout the paper the metric is taken
as the `2 norm || · ||2 , shortened as || · ||. We compactly write
the map of a MLP as

T x = WL g(WL−1 . . . g(W1 x)).
We denote the spectrum of singular values of a matrix W by
σ(W ), and σmax and σmin are the maximum and minimum
(nonzero) singular values of W respectively. We denote the
rank of a matrix W by r(W ), and the null space of W by
N (W ). We write the complement of N (W ) as X − N (W ).

3

G ENERALIZATION BOUNDS OF DEEP NEURAL

NETWORKS

In this section, we develop GE bounds for CRL problems
instantiated by DNNs. We identify two quantities that help
control a bound, i.e., δ -isometry of T and the diameter γ of
covering balls of X . We show that both of the two quantities
can be controlled by constraining the spectrum of singular
values of the weight matrix associated with each network
layer, i.e., spectrums of singular values of {Wi }i=1,...,L .
To proceed, we consider in this paper variations of instances in X that are of practical interest — more specifically,
those that output nonzero vectors after passing through a
DNN. We first prove in lemma 3.1 that in such a variation
subspace, mapping induced by a linear neural network is
of δ -isometry, where δ is specified by the maximum and
minimum singular values of weight matrices of all the
network layers. For a nonlinear neural network, where we
assume ReLU activation and optionally with max pooling,
we consider the fact that it divides the input space X
into a set of regions and within each region, it induces
a linear mapping. In lemma 3.2, we specify the explicit
form of region-wise mapping Tq , associated with any linear
q
region q , with submatrices of {Wi }i=1,...,L , based on which
we prove in lemma 3.3 that a covering set for X can be
found with a diameter γ of covering balls that is upper
bounded by a quantity inversely proportional to the product
of maximum singular values of weight matrices of some
network layers. With the δ and γ specified in lemma 3.1
and lemma 3.3, we further prove in lemma 3.4 that in the
instance-wise variation subspaces considered in this paper,

Fig. 1. Illustration for the local δ -isometry of a Deep Neural

Network (DNN) with ReLU activation and max pooling functions.
Black dots represent training instances in the sample space,
and regions coded with different colors represent regions in the
instance space that are hierarchically specified by layers of the
DNN. The illustration depicts proofs of lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and
3.4. Lemma 3.1 proves that the mapping induced by a linear
DNN is of δ -isometry, where δ specified the expansion and contraction properties of the mapping and is determined by singular
value spectrums of weight matrices of all the layers. Lemma 3.2
proves that a nonlinear DNN partitions the instance space into
increasingly refined regions. As illustrated in the figure, the
space is firstly partitioned into coarser regions (i.e., the center
triangle and other three regions color coded as red, blue, and
green), an additional layer further partitions some of the coarser
regions into sets of smaller regions (e.g., those inside the region
of center triangle), and the process goes recursively. Suppose
that a region q is created by layer l of the DNN, and in region q ,
the nonlinear mapping defined by the matrix Wl and activation
function reduces to a linear mapping of Wlq = diag(τl (q))Wl ,
where τl (q) is a binary vector roughly indicating active neurons,
and diag(·) diagonalizes τl (q). Suppose q 0 is created by layer
l + 1 at the bottom part of the center triangle, and in region q 0 ,
the nonlinear mappings of layer l and layer l + 1 are reduced
0
q0
= diag(τl+1 (q 0 ))Wl+1 Wlq , where
to a linear mapping of Wl+1
symbols have similar meanings as described above. The phenomenon enables to find a covering for the sample space, such
that in each covering ball that contains training instances, e.g.,
x, the DNN T defines a transformation that can be characterized
as a linear mapping, e.g., T|x x. This is proved in lemma 3.3.
Radius of the covering ball is illustrated as γ/2 in the figure —
a radius is acceptable as long as it is less than the smallest
distance from any of the training instances to their respective
region boundaries. The behaviors of δ -isometry of T|x are also
visualized in regions p and q respectively. The transformation
of T applied on instances x is different in different regions.
As a demonstration, in region p, the transformation vertically
elongates the distance between instances, while in region q , it
horizontally elongates the distance instead. Lastly, in lemma 3.4,
we prove that by Cauchy interlacing law, a nonlinear DNN is of
local δ -isometry within each covering ball specified above.

a nonlinear neural network T is of local δ -isometry within
each covering ball. The proofs are illustrated in fig. 1.
To develop a GE bound, we propose a covering scheme
that includes instances of different labels into the same
balls, thus reducing the size of covering set when compared
with that in theorem 2.1. The covering scheme is illustrated
in fig. 2. We correspondingly characterize both the errors
caused by distance contraction between instances of different
labels and those by distance expansion between instances of
the same labels. Based on such characterization, we come
with our main result of theorem 3.2.
Given the bound in theorem 3.2, we prove in lemma 3.5
that the optimal bound w.r.t. δ is obtained when all singular
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The following lemma specifies for a linear DNN the δ isometry w.r.t. data variations of practical interest.
Lemma 3.1. Given a linear neural network T and an instance x ∈ X , if ||x|| ≤ b, i.e., instances are norm bounded,
Q
QL
i
i
− 1|, | L
then T is of 2b max(| i=1 σmax
i=1 σmin − 1|)isometry w.r.t. the variation subspace X − N (T ) of the
instance x. 1 . We also have ∀x0 ∈ {z | z − x ∈
Q
i
Px }, ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≤ ρP (x, x0 ) + 2b| L
i=1 σmax − 1| and
Q
L
0
0
0
i
ρQ (T x, T x ) ≥ ρP (x, x ) + ρP (x, x )( i=1 σmin − 1).

Fig. 2. Illustration of our used covering scheme that includes

instances of different labels into same balls. Colored squares,
circles, and stars represent instances of different labels, and unfilled (large) circles represent covering balls. Top: existing works
[51], [60] usually separate instances of different labels into different covering balls, either by assuming that distances between
instances of different labels in the sample space are infinite, or
by using covering balls that are small enough not to contain
instances of different labels; such a scheme can characterize
the generalization errors caused by improper expansion of intraclass variations, but it cannot characterize the errors caused
by improper contraction of inter-class differences. Bottom: we
use a covering scheme that includes instances into covering
balls regardless of their labels; it enables characterization of
both types of the aforementioned errors, and leads to a possibly
tighter generalization error bound in some cases.

values of the weight matrix of each network layer are of equal
ones, which inspires a straightforward choice of enforcing
all singular values to have the value of 1, and thus the
algorithms of OrthDNNs.

δ -isometry in deep neural networks
We begin with a few definitions necessary for the subsequent analysis.
3.1

Definition 4 (Variation subspace of an instance). Given an
instance x ∈ X , suppose we are interested in the variation of a
set X 0 ⊆ X w.r.t. x. We call the linear vector space
span({x0 − x|x0 ∈ X 0 })
the variation subspace w.r.t. the instance x of X , shorten as
variation subspace of instance x.
The definition is to formalize variations of interest of particular instances, thus enabling us to discuss what variations
a DNN is able to constrain. Correspondingly, we have the
following definition of isometry.
Definition 5 (δ -isometry w.r.t. variation subspace of an
instance). Given a map T that maps a metric space (P, ρP )
to another metric space (Q, ρQ ), it is called δ -isometry w.r.t. the
variation subspace Px of instance x, if the following holds

∀x0 ∈ {z | z − x ∈ Px }, |ρQ (T x, T x0 ) − ρP (x, x0 )| ≤ δ.
We provide an example here to describe δ -isometry w.r.t.
the variation subspace of a linear DNN.
Example 1. In a linear DNN T , given an instance x, it is δ isometry w.r.t. variation subspace X − N (T ). This is proved
in lemma 3.1. Thus, for any variation δx ∈ X − N (T ), we
have |ρ(T x, T (x + δx)) − ρ(x, x + δx)| ≤ δ . In this case, the
variation subspace X − N (T ) is the same for any instance x.

See the proof in appendix A.
The above lemma shows that as long as x varies within
the complement of the null space of a linear DNN T , we can
constrain variations induced by the mapping by the specified δ . Outside the space, it is unlikely of practical interest
since T discards all the information about the variations.
To further proceed for nonlinear DNNs, we introduce
some terminologies from hyperplane arrangement [44], and
give definitions to describe the objects of interest exactly.
Definition 6 ((Finite) Hyperplane arrangement). A finite
hyperplane arrangement A is a finite set of affine hyperplanes
in some vector space X ≡ Kn , where K is a field and is taken as
R in this paper.
Definition 7 (Region). Denote H ∈ A an element of the arrangement, a region of the S
arrangement is a connected component
of the complement Rn −
H . The set of all regions is denoted
H∈A

as R(A), shortened as R when no confusion exists.
We set up a labeling scheme for r ∈ R. Choosing a linear
order in A, we write A = {Hi }i=1,...,n and Hi = ker αi ,
where ker denotes the kernel {x ∈ X |αi (x) = hαi , xi = 0}
and αi is the normal of hyperplane Hi . Let J = {1, 0}, and
πi : Jn → J be the projection onto the i-th coordinate. Define
a map τ : X → Jn by
(
1 if αi (x) > 0
πi τ (x) =
0 if αi (x) ≤ 0.
With the scheme, for any A, we would have an index
set T (A, τ ), shortened as T , such that for any r ∈ R, it
corresponds to a unique element in Jn , denoted as τ (r). We
will use τ (x) —- labeling on elements, and τ (r) — labeling
on regions, interchangely.
Definition 8 (Neuron). A neuron alk of a neural network T is
a functional defined by

alk (x) = πk g(Wl g(Wl−1 . . . g(W1 x))),
where l ∈ {1, . . . , L} and k ∈ {1, . . . , nl }. All the neurons at
layer l define a map, denoted as

al (x) = g(Wl g(Wl−1 . . . g(W1 x))).
The lemma that follows is mostly an analysis of the
domain of a DNN T . We begin with the following definition.
1. Note that the space X − N (T ) does not depend on x, and this is a
trivial case where the variation subspaces of all instances are the same.
We will see nontrivial cases later when dealing with nonlinear neural
networks.
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Definition 9 (Support of Neuron/DNN). Given a neuron alk ,
the support of alk is the set of instances in X that satisfy

alk of the layer l is linear w.r.t. variations of x within q , and we
have

supp(alk ) = {x ∈ X |alk (x) 6= 0}.

aqlk = πk

Similarly, the support of a neural network T is the set of instances
in X that satisfy
supp(T ) = {x ∈ X |T x 6= 0}.
Lemma 3.2. A nonlinear neural network T divides X into a set
of regions Q, and within each region q ∈ Q, T is linear w.r.t.
variations of instances as long as they vary within q . We denote
the linear mapping at q as Tq and have

Tq =

L
Y

Wiq

i=1

Wlq = diag(τl (q))Wl ,
where when layer l does not contain max pooling, and τl (q) is
defined as
(
1 if alk (x) > 0, ∀x ∈ q
relu
πk τl (q) = πk τl (q) =
0 if alk (x) ≤ 0, ∀x ∈ q.
q

When layer l does contain max pooling, we define Wl as

Wlq = Pl diag(τl (q))Wl
, and τl (q) is defined as

τl (q) = τlmax (q)τlrelu (q).
In this above definition τ relu is defined as before, and
(
1 if k = argmaxk∈K alk (x), ∀x ∈ q
max
πk τl (q) =
0 otherwise,

l
Y

Wiq .

i=1

With the above lemma, we define the behavior of a DNN
at a local area around x ∈ X or a local area around a set
B ⊂ X as below.
Definition 10 (Linear neural network and neuron induced
at x ∈ X from a nonlinear neural network). For any given
x ∈ X with x ∈ q ∈ Q, we call the linear neural network Tq the
linear neural network induced by a nonlinear neural network T
q
at x — denoting it as T|x , the linear neuron alk the linear neuron
induced by the nonlinear neuron alk at x — denoting it as alk|x ,
and the submatrix of weight matrix of each layer l the submatrix
induced by nonlinearity — denoting it as Wl|x .
Definition 11 (Linear neural network and neuron induced
at subset B ⊂ X from a nonlinear neural network). For
any given B ⊂ X with B ⊂ q ⊂ Q, we call the linear neural
network Tq the linear neural network induced by a nonlinear
neural network T at B — denoting it as T|B , the linear neuron
aqlk the linear neuron induced by the nonlinear neuron alk at B
— denoting it as alk|B , and the submatrix of weight matrix of
each layer l the submatrix induced by nonlinearity — denoting it
as Wl|B .
Lemma 3.3. For any nonlinear neural network T of L layers, a covering set for X !can be found with a diameter γ =
l(SQ
m ,T )
i
> 0, such that for any given x ∈
o(Sm , T )/
σmax
i=1

(x)
Sm

0

and {x ∈ X | kx − x0 k ≤ γ}, T x − T x0 = T|x (x − x0 ),
where o(Sm , T ) is a value depending on the training data and
network weights, so is l(Sm , T ) with 1 ≤ l(Sm , T ) ≤ L (the
i
is the maximum
dependence is specified in the proof), and σmax
singular value of weight matrix Wi of the ith layer.

where K is the set of indices of neurons being pooled over; Pl is
defined as (layer index suppressed)
(
See the proof in appendix C.
1 if k is the index that is pooled over by ith pooling area
We come with the local isometry property of DNNs after
Pik =
0 otherwise.
one more definition.

Pl could be understood as a matrix that for each pooling area, it
sums over the dimension/area being pooled, and since only one
dimension of the area is nonzero (due to τl (q)), it outputs the
maximal value. For clarity and convenience, we would use the
definition without max pooling in discussion, and note that all the
results present are proved for both definitions.
See the proof in appendix B.
Remark. The function τl is intuitively a selection function that
sets some rows of Wl to zero, and selects a submatrix from it.
Remark. For q ∈ Q and q 6∈ supp(T ), by the definition of
linearity, T is still linear over q , i.e., the special case of T x =
0, ∀x ∈ q . In this case, x ∈ N (Tq ).
In the proof of appendix B for lemma 3.2, we prove
that within each region q ∈ Q, each neuron of a DNN is a
linear functional. We summarize the result in the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.1. A nonlinear neural network T divides X into a
set of regions Q, and within each region q ∈ Q, the k th neuron

Definition 12 (γ -cover δ -isometry w.r.t. variation subspace
of instance). Given a map T that maps a metric space (P, ρP ) to
another metric space (Q, ρQ ), and an instance x ∈ P , it is called
γ -cover δ -isometry w.r.t. variation space Px of x, if a γ -cover
exists such that the following inequality holds

∀x0 ∈ {z | z−x ∈ Px , z ∈ B}, |ρQ (T x, T x0 )−ρP (x, x0 )| ≤ δ,
where B denotes a ball given by the γ -cover.
Lemma 3.4. Given a nonlinear neural network T , if ||x|| ≤ b
∀x ∈ X , i.e., instances are norm bounded, then T is of γ -cover
(x)
δ -isometry w.r.t. X − N (T|x ) of x ∈ Sm , where δ and γ are
respectively specified in lemma 3.1 and lemma 3.3.
See the proof in appendix D.
Example 2. In a nonlinear DNN T as defined in section 2.3,
given an instance x, it is δ -isometry w.r.t. variation subspace X −
N (T|x ). Note that for x of different instances, T|x is potentially
different. In practice, the singular values of weight matrices of the
induced linear DNN T|x only relate to the variation in the space
X − N (T|x ). The bound given in the following will establish the
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relationship between generalization errors and singular values of
weight matrices of DNNs by characterizing the constraints that
DNNs impose on the variation in this space.
3.2

Main results of generalization bound

With the local δ -isometry property of DNNs established,
we derive in this section our main results of generalization
bound.
Theorem 3.1. Given a CRL problem, the algorithm to learn is a
nonlinear neural network of L layers, denoted as T . Suppose the
following assumptions hold: 1) ||x|| ≤ b ∀ x ∈ X , i.e., instances
are norm bounded; 2) the loss function L is bounded, a.k.a. ∀z ∈
Z, L(f (x), y) ≤ M , and the Lipschitz constant of L ◦ f w.r.t
T x is bounded by A; 3) X is a regular k -dimensional manifold
CX k
with a covering number ( γ/2
) ; 4) within each covering ball B of
(x)

use of the contraction property of isometric mapping of
DNNs, the constant |Y| in the second term of the upper
bound can be removed while a modified first term has the
potential to be small as well, indicating a better bound.
Our idea is to directly exploit the covering number of the
instance space X and measure the differences of the loss
function L(f (T x), y) w.r.t. both arguments. Such a measure
deals with instances of different labels but are close enough
in X , thus characterizing both the errors that are caused by
erroneously contracting the distance between instances from
different classes and erroneously expanding the distance
between instances from the same classes, instead of those
of the same classes alone. However, it will cause the issue
of infinite Lipschitz constant of loss function L(f (x), y). To
see this, consider a binary classification problem whose loss
function L is

X that contains x ∈ Sm , x − x0 ∈ X − N (T|B ) ∀ x, x0 ∈ B .
L(f (x), y) = −1y=1 log f (x) − 1y=0 log(1 − f (x)),
Then, for any ν > 0, with probability at least 1 − ν we have
where (x, y) is an example, f (x) is a function that maps x
s
to probability, and 1 is an indicator function. We provide an
k+1 |Y|C k
log(2)2
2
log(1/ν)
X
GE(fSm ) ≤ A(γ + δ 0 ) + M
+
example case to illustrate the influence of metrics on Z .
γkm
m
Case. Let the metric on Z be ρ((x, y), (x0 , y 0 )) = ||(x−x0 , y−
with
y 0 )|| = ||x − x0 || + |y − y 0 |. Suppose that we have a pair
L
Y
o(Sm , T )
of examples (x, y = 1) and (x, y 0 = 0) that only differ in
i
δ 0 = 2b|
σmax
− 1|, γ =
,
l(SQ
labels, we have
m ,T )
i=1
i
σmax
|L(f (x), y) − L(f (x), y 0 )|
log(f (x)/(1 − f (x)))
i=1
A≥
=
.
||(x, y) − (x, y 0 )||
1
where o(Sm , T ) and 1 ≤ l(Sm , T ) ≤ L are values depending on
When there exists an x such that f (x) → 1, we have
the training set Sm and learned network T .
|L(f (x), y) − L(f (x), y 0 )| → +∞. This happens because
A proof sketch is provided below, and the full proof is
as y changes values, due to its discreteness, it could induce
given in Appendix E.
a jump discontinuity on L(f (x), y), even though L(f (x), y)
Proof. By lemma 3.4, we have that T is of γ -cover δ - is Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. x. To avoid this, [60] and [28]
isometry w.r.t. variation space of each training instance. employ a large covering number to ensure that examples in
The expansion property of δ -isometry gives ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≤ the same ball have the same label.
Q
i
We note that derivation of generalization bounds
ρP (x, x0 ) + 2b| L
2.2, we have that
i=1 σmax − 1|. By theorem
QL
k k
k
i
for
robust algorithms concerns with the loss difference
DNNs are (|Y|2 CX /γ , A(γ + 2b| i=1 σmax − 1|))-robust.
|L(f
(x), y) − L(f (x0 ), y 0 )| between example pairs. To adNote that the proof differs from theorem 2.2 subtly, for that
the loss difference needs to stay in the variation space of dress the aforementioned issue, we consider two separate
0
0
each covering ball. Since the tricky part is also present in the cases for the loss difference: the cases of y = y and y 6= y .
0
proof of theorem 3.2 (the condition x0 −xj ∈ Pxj in eq. (7) ), For the case y = y , we exploit the bounded Lipschitz
0
to avoid tautology, we do not write the full proof here. The constant of L ◦ f w.r.t. T x. For the case y 6= y , we introduce
proof is finished by applying the robustness conclusion into the following pairwise error function to characterize the loss
difference.
theorem 2.1.
Regarding the 4th assumption in theorem 3.1, it intu- Definition 13 (Pairwise error function). Given a CRL problem,
itively states that the local variation of interest w.r.t. each of which L is bounded for any compact set in Z , a.k.a. for
(x)
z in any compact subset of Z , L(f (x), y) ≤ M , X is a
x ∈ Sm falls in the space X − N (T|B ). Denote v = x − x0 ,
regular k -dimensional manifold with a γ -cover, and T is of γ we have T v = T|B v = 0 if v ∈ N (T|B ), i.e., the variation
cover δ -isometry, a pairwise error function (PE) of the tuple
vanishes after passing through the network. In practice, we
(L, f, T , Z, γ) is defined as
are not interested in such a trivial case of vanishing local
variations. Instead, it is the variation in the complement PE(δ) = max max |L(f (T x), y) − L(f (T x0 ), y 0 )|
z=(x,y)∈Z z 0 ∈D
X − N (T|B ) that we want to constrain.
We have assumed that X is a regular k -dimensional with D = {z 0 = (x0 , y 0 ) ∈ Z | γ − δ ≤ ||T x0 − T x|| ≤
CX k
manifold, whose covering number is ( γ/2
) , where CX is γ + δ, ||x − x0 || ≤ γ}.
a constant that captures the “intrinsic” properties of X , and It characterizes the largest loss difference for examples in Z that
γ is the diameter of the covering ball. Such an assumption may arise due to the contraction and expansion properties of δ is general enough to accommodate at least visual data such isometry mapping. Note that PE(δ) is a monotonously increasing
as natural images and has been widely used [54].
function of δ — a larger δ means more feasible examples in X
CX k
In theorem 3.1, |Y|( γ/2
) corresponds the covering num- and possibly larger distance contraction/expansion, leading to a
ber of the joint space X × Y . We now show that with proper possibly larger value of PE(δ).
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Theorem 3.2. Given a CRL problem, the algorithm to learn is a
nonlinear neural network of L layers, denoted as T . Suppose the
following assumptions hold: 1) ||x|| ≤ b ∀ x ∈ X , i.e., instances
are norm bounded; 2) the loss function L is bounded, a.k.a. ∀z ∈
Z, L(f (T x), y) ≤ M , and the Lipschitz constant of L ◦ f w.r.t
T x is bounded by A; 3) X is a regular k -dimensional manifold
CX k
with a covering number ( γ/2
) ; 4) within each covering ball B of
(x)
Sm ,

X that contains x ∈
x − x0 ∈ X − N (T|B ) ∀ x, x0 ∈ B .
Then, for any ν > 0, with probability at least 1 − ν we have

xk and xk ∈ Cp , we have
max

z 0 ∈Cp ,x0 −xk ∈Pxk

≤A
≤A

|L(f (T x0 ), y 0 ) − L(f (T xk ), yk )|

max

||T|xk (x0 − xk )||

max
0

(||x0 − xk || + 2b|

z 0 ∈Cp ,x0 −xk ∈Pxk

z 0 ∈Cp ,x −xk ∈Pxk

≤A(γ + 2b|

L
Y

(9)
L
Y

i
σmax
− 1|) (10)

i=1

i
σmax
− 1|)

i=1

GE(fSm ) ≤ max{A(γ + δ), PE(δ)}
s
k
log(2)2k+1 CX
2 log(1/ν)
+M
+
,
k
γ m
m

(5)

≤A(γ + 2b max(|

L
Y

i
σmax
− 1|, |

i=1

(6)

QL
Q
i
i
where δ = 2b max(| i=1 σmax
− 1|, | L
i=1 σmin − 1|), and γ
is the same as that of theorem 3.1.

L
Y

i
σmin
− 1|)),

i=1

where the second inequality holds since the γ -cover δ isometry of T also gives ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≤ ρP (x, x0 ) +
Q
i
2b| L
i=1 σmax − 1|.
When y 0 6= yj , given any training xk , we have

|L(f (T x0 ), y 0 ) − L(f (T xk ), yk )|

max

z 0 ∈Cp ,x0 −xk ∈Pxk

= 0max |L(f (T x0 ), y 0 ) − L(f (T xk ), yk )|
z ∈Dzk

Proof. Similar to the proof of theorem 2.1, we partition the
space Z via the assumed γ -cover. Since X is a k -dimensional
manifold, its covering number is upper bounded by
k
CX
/(γ/2)k . Let K be the overall number of covering set,
k
which is upper bounded by CX
/(γ/2)k . Denote Ci the ith
covering ball and let Ni be the set of indices of training
examples that fall into Ci . Note that (|Ni |)i=1,...,K is an
IDD multimonial random variable with parameters m and
(|µ(Ci )|)i=1,...,K . Then

≤ PE(2b max(|

L
Y

i
σmax
− 1|, |

i=1

L
Y

(11)

i
σmin
− 1|)),

i=1

where the inequality holds since by γ -cover δ -isometry of T ,
we have ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≤ ρP (x, x0 ) + δ and ρQ (T x, T x0 ) ≥
ρP (x, x0 ) − δ , with

δ = 2b max(|

L
Y
i=1

i
σmax
− 1|, |

L
Y

i
σmin
− 1|).

i=1

Thus eq. (7) is less than or equal to max{A(γ+δ), PE(δ)}.
By Breteganolle-Huber-Carol
inequality, eq. (8) is less than
q
|R(f T ) − Rm (f T )|
k
log(2)2k+1 CX
2 log(1/ν)
+
.
or
equal
to
M
m
K
m
γk m
X
1 X
The
proof
is
finished.
L(f (T xi ), yi )|
=|
Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)|z ∈ Ci ]µ(Ci ) −
m i=1
i=1
We now specify a case where the obtained bound in
K
m
X
1 X
|Ni |
theorem
3.2 is tighter than that in theorem 3.1; for example,
≤|
Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)|z ∈ Ci ]
−
L(f (T xi ), yi )|
m
m
in
the
ball
that covers (xk , yk ), few examples with y 6= yk
i=1
i=1
QL
i
are
misclassified.
In this case, PE(2b max(| i=1 σmax
−
K
X
QL
Q
L
i
i
1|,
|
σ
−
1|)
≤
A(γ
+
2b|
σ
−
1|)
,
and
the
+|
Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)|z ∈ Ci ]µ(Ci )
i=1 min
i=1 max p
covering number is shrunken by a factor of |Y|. Our rei=1
K
sult only incrementally improves the generalization bound.
X
|Ni |
−
Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)|z ∈ Ci ]
|
However, it clearly shows that the contraction property of
m
i=1
isometric mapping plays an important role in bounding the
K
generalization error.
1 X X
≤|
max
|L(f (T x0 ), y 0 ) − L(f (T xj ), yj )||
0
0
m i=1 j∈N z ∈Ci ,x −xj ∈Pxj
i
(7) 3.3 Suggestion of new algorithms

+ | max |L(f (T x), y)|
z∈Z

K
X
|Ni |
|
− µ(Ci )||.
m
i=1

(8)

Remember that z = (x, y). We consider the two cases of
y 0 = yj and y 0 6= yj to bound eq. (7).
When y 0 = yj , by the assumption that T is of γ -cover
(x)
δ -isometry w.r.t. Px of x ∈ Sm and the Lipschitz constant
of L ◦ f w.r.t. T x is A, suppose the maximum is achieved at

Many quantities exist in the GE bound established in theorem 3.2. Except γ and δ , all others are independent of the
neural network. Although both γ and δ are controlled by
singular values of weight matrices, we note that γ , which
specifies the size of covering balls for a covering of X , is
more of a trade-off parameter that balances between the first
and second term of the GE bound, than of a variable used
to control GE, as long as its values
satisfy the condition of
!
l(SQ
m ,T )
i
γ ≤ o(Sm , T )/
σmax
established in lemma 3.3.
i=1
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To control the bound via δ , we note that the minimum
value ofQthe bound w.r.t. δ is
when δ = 0, which
Q achieved
L
i
i
σ
=
1. In the following
= 1 and L
implies i=1 σmax
i=1 min
lemma, we show that the condition is achieved only when
i
i
σmax
= σmin
, ∀i = 1, . . . , L.
Lemma 3.5. In theorem 3.2, δ = 0 is achieved only when
i
i
σmax
= σmin
, ∀i = 1, . . . , L,
L
Y

i
σmax
= 1,

i=1

L
Y

i
σmin
= 1.

i=1

Proof. It is straightforward to see that δ = 0 i.f.f.
QL
QL
i
i
i=1 σmin = 1. In the following, we
i=1 σmax = 1 and
i
i
show the two conditions hold only when σmax
= σmin
,
∀i = 1, . . . , L.
i
For any i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, we reparameterize σmin
as
i
i
σmin = αi σmax . It is clear that αi ∈ (0, 1].
QL
Q
i
i
Since i=1 σmin
= L
i=1 σmax = 1, we have

1=

L
Y
i=1

Denote parameters of a DNN collectively as Θ =
L
{Wl , bl }L
l=1 , where {bl }l=1 are bias terms. We discuss algorithms of strict or approximate OrthDNNs in the following context. Given a training set {xi , yi }m
i=1 , we write the
training objective as L ({xi , yi }m
;
Θ)
.
Training
is based on
i=1
SGD (or its variants [52]), which updates Θ via a simple
∂L
rule of Θt+1 ← Θt − η ∂Θ
t , where η is the learning rate, and
∂L
the gradient ∂Θt is usually computed from a mini-batch of
training examples. Network training proceeds by sampling
for each iteration t a mini-batch from {xi , yi }m
i=1 , until a
specified number of iterations or the training loss plateaus.

i
σmin
=

L
Y
i=1

i
αi σmax
=

L
Y

αi .

(12)

i=1

QL
Notice that α ∈ (0, 1], thus, we have 0 < i=1 αi ≤ 1.
To have eq. (12), we need αi = 1, ∀i = 1, . . . , L, indicating
i
i
, ∀i = 1, . . . , L.
σmin
= σmax
We show in lemma 3.5 that the optimal GE bound of
theorem 3.2 w.r.t. δ is achieved only when all singular values
of each of weight matrices of a DNN are equal. Among
various solutions, the most straightforward one is that all
singular values are equal to 1; in other words, each weight
matrix has orthonormal rows or columns. This inspires a
new set of algorithms that we generally term as Orthogonal
Deep Neural Networks (OrthDNNs).

4 A LGORITHMS OF O RTHOGONAL D EEP N EURAL
N ETWORKS
In this section, we first present the algorithm of strict OrthDNNs by enforcing strict orthogonality of weight matrices during network training. It amounts to optimizing
weight matrices on their respective Stiefel manifolds, which
however, is computationally prohibitive for large-sized networks. To achieve efficient OrthDNNs, we propose a novel
algorithm called Singular Value Bounding (SVB), which
achieves approximate OrthDNNs via a simple scheme of
hard regularization. We discuss alternative schemes of soft
regularization for approximate OrthDNNs, and compare
with our proposed SVB. Batch Normalization [29] is commonly used to accelerate training of modern DNNs, yet
it has a potential risk of ill-conditioned layer transform,
causing its incompatibility with OrthDNNs. In fact, direct
use of BN in OrthDNNs makes it ineffective to enforce strict
orthogonality of weight matrices. We propose Degenerate
Batch Normalization (DBN) to enable its use with strict
OrthDNNs. We also propose Bounded Batch Normalization
(BBN) to remove the potential risk of ill-conditioned layer
transform. We finally explain how OrthDNNs are used for
convolutional kernels.

4.1

The case of strict orthogonality

Enforcing orthogonality of weight matrices during network
training amounts to solving the following constrained optimization problem

min

Θ={Wl ,bl }L
l=1

L ({xi , yi }m
i=1 ; Θ)

s.t. Wl ∈ O ∀ l ∈ {1, . . . , L},

(13)

where O stands for the set of matrices whose row or
column vectors are orthonormal. For Wl of any lth layer,
problem (13) in fact constrains its solution set as a Riemannian manifold called Stiefel manifold, which is defined as
Ml = {Wl ∈ Rnl ×nl−1 |Wl> Wl = I} assuming nl ≥ nl−1 ,
and is an embedded submanifold of the space Rnl ×nl−1 ,
where I is an identity matrix. In literature, optimization
of a differentiable cost function on such a matrix manifold
and its convergence analysis have been intensively studied
[1], [9]. For completeness, we briefly present the solving
algorithm of (13) as follows.
Denote TWl Ml as the tangent space to Ml at the current
Wl ∈ Ml . First-order methods such as SGD first find a
tangent vector ΩWl ∈ TWl Ml that describes the steepest
descent direction for the cost, and update Wl as Wl − ηΩWl
with the step size η that satisfies conditions of convergence,
and then perform a retraction RWl (−ηΩWl ) that defines
a mapping from the tangent space to the Stiefel manifold,
which can be achieved by RWl (−ηΩWl ) = Q(Wl − ηΩWl ),
where the operator Q denotes the Q factor of QR matrix
decomposition. To obtain the tangent vector ΩWl , one may
∂L
in the embedding space Rnl ×nl−1
project the gradient ∂W
l
(or its momentum version [52]) onto the tangent space
∂L
, where PWl defines a projection opTWl Ml by PWl ∂W
l
erator according to the local geometry of Wl ∈ Ml . Convergence analysis for such a scheme to obtain the tangent
vector is presented in [45]. In Appendix F, we present the
algorithmic details for optimization of weight matrices on
the Stiefel manifolds.
4.2 Achieving near orthogonality via Singular Value
Bounding
Constraining solutions of weight matrices of a DNN on
their Stiefel manifolds is an interesting direction of research.
It also supports analysis of theoretical properties as in
section 3 and the related works [45], [48]. However, it
arguably has the following shortcomings concerned with
computation, empirical performance, and also compatibility
with existing deep learning methods, which motivate us to
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address these shortcomings by developing new algorithms
of approximate OrthDNNs.
•

•

•

Strict constraining of weight matrices on the Stiefel
manifolds requires expensive computations — in
particular, the operations of projecting the Euclidean
gradient onto the tangent space and retraction onto
the Stiefel manifold (Steps 2 and 4 in Appendix F)
dominate the costs in each iteration. If we allow the
solutions slightly away from the manifolds, the expensive projection and retraction operations are not
necessary to be performed in each iteration. Instead,
similar pulling-back operations can be performed
less frequently, e.g., in every a certain number of
iterations, and consequently such a burden of pulling
back is amortized.
Theorem 3.2 gives a bound GE(fSm ) of the expected
error R(fSm ) w.r.t the training error Rm (fSm ). To
achieve good performance on practical problems,
both Rm (fSm ) and GE(fSm ) should be small. However, optimization of DNNs is characterized by proliferation of local optima/critical points [14], [31].
When we are motivated to optimize weight matrices
on their Stiefel manifolds, obtaining Wl ∈ Ml ,
l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, with ΩWl = 0, it is very likely
that for a Wl , there exists a better local optimum in
the embedding Euclidean space that is slightly away
∂L
from the manifold (e.g., ΩWl = 0 while ∂W
6= 0,
l
or the Euclidean gradient is in the complement null
space of the current tangent space), and has a smaller
Rm (fSm ). If we allow the optimization to step away
from, but still pivot around, the manifold, better
solutions could be obtained by escaping from local
optima on the manifold.
Successful training of modern DNNs depends heavily on BN [29], a technique that can greatly improve
training convergence and empirical results. However, as analyzed shortly in section 4.4, BN would
change the spectrum of singular values of each layer
transform (i.e., the combined linear transform of
each layer achieved by weight mapping and BN, as
specified in (17)). Consequently, the efforts spending
on enforcing strict orthogonality of weight matrices
become ineffectual. Algorithms of approximate OrthDNNs seem more compatible with BN transform.

To develop an algorithm of approximate OrthDNNs, we
propose a simple yet effective network training method
called Singular Value Bounding (SVB). SVB is a sort of
projected SGD method and can be summarized as follows:
SVB simply bounds, after every Tsvb iterations of SGD
training, all the singular values of each Wl , for l = 1, . . . , L,
in a narrow band [1/(1 + ), (1 + )] around the value of
1, where  ≥ 0 is a specified small constant. Algorithm 1
presents the details.
After each bounding step, optimization of SVB in fact
proceeds in the embedding Euclidean space, to search for
potentially better solutions, before next bounding step that
pulls the solutions back onto ( = 0) or near ( > 0) the
Stiefel manifolds. With annealed learning rate schedules,
we observe empirical convergence of SVB. Compared with
manifold optimization in section 4.1, SVB is more efficient

Algorithm 1: Singular Value Bounding

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

input : A network of L layers with trainable parameters
Θ = {Wl , bl }L
l=1 , training loss L, learning rate η , the
maximal number T of training iterations, a specified
number Tsvb of iteration steps, a small constant 
Initialize Θ such that Wl> Wl = I or Wl Wl> = I for
l = 1, . . . , L
for t = 0, . . . , T − 1 do
∂L
Update Θt+1 ← Θt − η ∂Θ
t using SGD based methods
while training proceeds for every Tsvb iterations do
for l = 1, . . . , L do
Perform [Ul , Σl , Vl ] = svd(Wl )
nl
Let {σil }i=1
be the diagonal entries of Σl
for i = 1, . . . , nl do
σil = 1 +  if σil > 1 + 
σil = 1/(1 + ) if σil < 1/(1 + )
end
Update Wl ← Ul Σl Vl> with the bounded
nl
diagonal entries {σil }i=1
of Σl
end
end
end
output: Trained network with parameters ΘT for inference

since the dominating computation of SVD is invoked only
every a certain number of iterations. Experiments of image
classification in section 5 show that SVB sometimes outperforms the algorithm of strict OrthDNNs in section 4.1,
both of which outperform the commonly used SGD based
methods, and in many cases with a large margin.
4.3

Alternative algorithms for approximate OrthDNNs

To achieve approximate OrthDNNs, one may alternatively
penalize the main objective L ({xi , yi }m
i=1 ; Θ) with an augmented term that encourages orthonormality of columns or
rows of weight matrices, resulting in the following unconstrained optimization problem

min

Θ={Wl ,bl }L
l=1

L ({xi , yi }m
i=1 ; Θ) + λ

L
X

kWl> Wl − Ik2F , (14)

l=1

where k · kF denotes Frobenius norm, λ is the penalty
parameter, and we have assumed nl ≥ nl−1 for a certain
layer l. By using increasingly larger values of λ, the problem
(14) approaches to achieve strict OrthDNNs. One can use
SGD based methods to solve (14), where the additional
computation cost incurred by the regularizer is marginal.
Soft regularization of the type (14) is used in the related
works [13], [58].
To relax the requirement of nl ≥ nl−1 assumed in (14),
an algorithm termed Spectral Restricted Isometry Property
(SRIP) regularization, which leverages the matrix RIP condition [11], is proposed in [4], whose objective is written as

min

Θ={Wl ,bl }L
l=1

L ({xi , yi }m
i=1 ; Θ) + κ

L
X

σmax (Wl> Wl − I), (15)

l=1

where κ is a penalty parameter, and σmax (·) denotes the
spectral norm of a matrix. Although computation of (15)
involves expensive eigen-decomposition, it can be efficiently
approximated via power iteration method. One may refer to
[4] for the solving equation. In this work, we compare the
alternative (14) and (15) with our proposed SVB.
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4.4

Compatibility with Batch Normalization

Algorithm 2: Bounded Batch Normalization

We start this section by showing that the original design of
Batch Normalization [29] is incompatible with our proposed
OrthDNNs. Technically, for a network layer that computes,
before the nonlinear activation, h = W x ∈ Rn , BN inserts
a normalization denoted as BN(h) = BN(W x), where we
have ignored the bias term for simplicity. BN in fact applies
the following linear transformation to h
BN(h) = ΥΦ(h − µ) + β,

(16)

where each entry of µ ∈ Rn is the output mean at each of
the n neurons of the layer, the diagonal matrix Φ ∈ Rn×n
contains entries {1/φi }n
i=1 that is the inverse of the neuronwise output standard deviation φi (obtained by adding
a small constant to the variance for numerical stability),
Υ ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix containing trainable scalar
n
parameters {υi }n
i=1 , and β ∈ R is a trainable bias term.
Note that during training, µ and φ for each neuron are
computed using mini-batch examples, and during inference
they are fixed representing the statistics of all the training
population, which are usually obtained by running average.
Thus the computation (16) for each example is deterministic
after network training.
Inserting h = W x into (16) we get
f x + b̃ s.t. W
f = ΥΦW b̃ = β − ΥΦµ, (17)
BN(x) = W
which is simply a standard layer with change of variables.
The following lemma suggests that BN is incompatible with
OrthDNNs: even though W is enforced to have orthonormal rows or columns, BN would change the conditioning
f,
of layer transform, i.e., spectrum of singular values of W
by learning Υ and Φ whose product does not necessarily
contain diagonal entries {υi /φi }n
i=1 of equal value.
Lemma 4.1. For a matrix W ∈ RM ×N with singular values
of all 1, and a diagonal matrix G ∈ RM ×M with nonzero
entries {gi }M
i=1 , let gmax = max(|g1 |, . . . , |gM |) and gmin =
f = GW is
min(|g1 |, . . . , |gM |), the singular values of W
bounded in [gmin , gmax ]. When W is fat, i.e., M ≤ N , and
f are exactly {|gi |}M .
rank(W ) = M , singular values of W
i=1
See the proof in Appendix G.
To make BN compatible with strict OrthDNNs, we propose Degenerate Batch Normalization (DBN) that learns layern
wise ῡ and φ̄ instead of neuron-wise {υi }n
i=1 and {φi }i=1 ,
so that the learned Υ and Φ respectively contain diagonal
entries of equal value. Such a Υ is learned simply by using
a single trainable parameter ῡ shared by all n neurons of
the layer. To learn such a Φ, DBN still computes neuronwise {φi }n
of training, but uses running
i=1 in each iteration
Pn
average to learn φ̄ = n1 i=1 φi that would be shared by the
n neurons. The proposed DBN enjoys the benefit of neuronwise normalization in BN, and when training converges,
f = ΥΦW = ῡ/φ̄W whose
it learns a layer transform W
conditioning is the same as that of W , thus achieving
compatibility with strict OrthDNNs.
Section 4.2 discusses the potential advantages of approximate OrthDNNs over the strict ones. To make BN
compatible with approximate OrthDNNs, especially with our
proposed SVB method, we propose Bounded Batch Normalization (BBN) that controls the variations among {υi /φi }n
i=1 ,

1

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

input : A network with L BN layers, trainable parameters
t L
t L
t L
{Υtl }L
l=1 , {βl }l=1 , and statistics {µl }l=1 , {Φl }l=1 of
BN layers at iteration t, a small constant ˜
t+1 L
t L
Update to get {Υt+1
}L
}l=1 from
l=1 from {Υl }l=1 (and {βl
l
{βlt }L
),
using
SGD
based
methods
l=1
t+1 L
t L
Update to get {Φt+1
}L
}l=1 from
l=1 from {Φl }l=1 (and {µl
l
{µtl }L
),
using
running
average
over
statistics
of mini-batch
l=1
examples
for l = 1, . . . , L do
nl
nl
Let {υi }i=1
and {1/φi }i=1
be respectively the diagonal
t+1
t+1
entries of Υ
and
Φ
l
l
Pnl
Let α = n1
i=1 υi /φi
l
for i = 1, . . . , nl do
1
υi = αφi (1 + ˜) if α
υi /φi > 1 + ˜
˜ if 1 υi /φi < 1/(1 + )
˜
υi = αφi /(1 + )
α
end
end
output: Updated BN parameters and statistics at iteration t + 1

so that the conditioning of layer transform is not severely
affected
by ΥΦ. More specifically, BBN computes α =
1 Pn
υ
i=1 i /φi in each iteration of training, and bounds each
n
˜), (1 + ˜)] around
of { α1 υi /φi }n
i=1 in a narrow band [1/(1 + 
the value of 1, where ˜ ≥ 0 is a scalar parameter. Algorithm
2 presents details of the proposed BBN.
The introduction of DBN makes it possible to empirically
compare strict and approximate OrthDNNs in the context
of modern architectures, which is presented in section 5.
Experiments in section 5 also show that performance is
improved when using BBN instead of BN, confirming the
benefit by resolving BN’s compatibility with OrthDNNs.
4.5

Orthogonal Convolutional Neural Networks

In previous sections, we present theories and algorithms
of OrthDNNs by writing their layer-wise weights in matrix forms. When applying DNNs to image data, one is
actually using networks with convolutional layers. For
an lth convolutional layer with weight tensor of the size
nl × nl−1 × nh × nw , where nh and nw denote the height
and width of the convolutional kernel, we choose to convert the tensor as a matrix of the size nl × nl−1 nh nw
based on the following rational. Natural images are usually
modeled by first learning filters from (densely overlapped)
local patches, and then applying the thus learned filters
to images to aggregate the corresponding local statistics.
The convolutional layer in fact linearly transforms the nl−1
input feature maps in the same way, by applying each of
nl filters of the size nl−1 × nh × nw to nl−1 patches of
the size nh × nw in a sliding window fashion, resulting in
local responses that are arrayed in the form of nl feature
maps, which have the same size as that of input feature
maps when padding the boundaries. In other words, the
convolutional layer applies linear transformation, using nl
filters, to nl−1 nh nw -dimensional instances that are collected
from local patches of input feature maps. Correspondingly,
we choose to convert the weight tensor containing the nl
filters of dimension nl−1 nh nw to its matrix form, and apply
to it specific algorithms of OrthDNNs.
However, we note that our way of forming the weight
matrices does not exactly specify linear transformations
of convolutional layers. For the lth layer, its exact weight
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matrix is in fact a function of the kernel tensor and contains
doubly block circulant submatrices [49]. Our preliminary
experiments show that OrthDNNs based on such forms are
effective to regularize network training as well. We would
conduct further investigations with additional experiments
in future research.

5

E XPERIMENTS

We present in this section extensive experiments of image classification to verify the efficacy of OrthDNNs. We
are particularly interested in how algorithms of strict or
approximate OrthDNNs provide regularization to various
architectures of modern DNNs, such as ConvNets [38], [50],
ResNets [22], [23], DenseNet [27], and ResNeXt [59]. We use
the benchmark datasets of CIFAR10, CIFAR100 [36], and
ImageNet [47] for these experiments. We compare empirical performance and efficiency among different algorithms
of strict and approximate OrthDNNs. For some of these
comparisons, we also investigate behaviours of OrthDNNs
under regimes of both small and large sizes of training
samples, and robustness of OrthDNNs against corruptions
that are commonly encountered in natural images, in order
to better understand the empirical strength of OrthDNNs.
For network training, we use SGD with momentum and
initialize networks using orthogonal weight matrices, where
the momentum is set as 0.9 with a weight decay of 0.0001.
When our proposed SVB is turned on, we apply it to weight
matrices of all layers after every epoch of training.
5.1 Comparative studies on algorithms of strict and
approximate OrthDNNs
In this section, we use architectures of ConvNet and ResNet
on CIFAR10 to study the behaviours of strict and approximate OrthDNNs. The CIFAR10 dataset consists of 60, 000
32 × 32 color images of 10 object categories (50, 000 training
and 10, 000 testing ones). We use raw images without preprocessing. Data augmentation follows the standard manner
in [40]: during training, we zero-pad 4 pixels along each
image side, and sample a 32 × 32 region crop from the
padded image or its horizontal flip; during testing, we use
the original non-padded image. Our ConvNet architectures
follow [22], [50]. Each network starts with a conv layer of
16 3 × 3 filters, and then sequentially stacks three types
of 2X conv layers of 3 × 3 filters, each of which has the
feature map sizes of 32, 16, and 8, and filter numbers of
16, 32, and 64, respectively; spatial sub-sampling of feature
maps is achieved by conv layers of stride 2; the network
ends with a global average pooling and a fully-connected
layer. The ResNet construction is based on the ConvNets
presented above, where we use an “identity shortcut” to
connect every two conv layers of 3 × 3 filters and use a
“projection shortcut” when sub-sampling of feature maps is
needed; we adopt the pre-activation version [23]. Thus, for
both types of networks, we have 6X + 2 weight layers in
total. We set X = 3 for experiments in this section, giving
networks of 20 weight layers.
The DBN proposed in section 4.4 is designed to be compatible with strict OrthDNNs. We use DBN to enable training and comparison of strict and approximate OrthDNNs

TABLE 1

Comparison of strict and approximate OrthDNNs on the
CIFAR10 dataset [36], using ConvNet and ResNet
architectures respectively of 20 weight layers (referring to the
main text for their specifics). Degenerate batch normalization is
used due to its compatibility with strict OrthDNNs.

Network

Error rate (%)

SGD with momentum

16.68

0.0702

10.85

0.2034

10.39

0.0930

10.67

0.0760

11.41

0.0718

10.27

0.0754

9.03

0.2042

8.91

0.0844

8.72

0.0832

8.76

0.0768

Strict OrthDNNs

ConvNet

via Manifold Opt.
Approx. OrthDNNs

via Soft Regu.
Approx. OrthDNNs

via SRIP
Approx. OrthDNNs

via SVB
SGD with momentum
Strict OrthDNNs

ResNet

Averaged time

Training method

via Manifold Opt.
Approx. OrthDNNs

via Soft Regu.
Approx. OrthDNNs

via SRIP
Approx. OrthDNNs

via SVB

per iter. (sec.)

on the networks constructed above. We implement strict
OrthDNNs as the algorithm presented in section 4.1. We
use our proposed SVB and those in [4], [13], [58] (i.e., the
problems (14) and (15)) for approximate OrthDNNs. The
learning rates start at 0.1 and end at 0.001, and decay every
two epochs until the end of 160 epochs of training, where
we set the mini-batch size as 128. We fix the parameter  of
SVB as 0.05, while both λ of soft regularization in (14) and
κ of SRIP in (15) are optimally tuned as 0.1.
Table 1 gives the results with the curves of training
convergence plotted in fig. 3. Table 1 shows that on both
of the two networks, algorithms of strict and approximate
OrthDNNs outperform standard SGD based method, confirming the improved generalization by their regularization
of network training. Moreover, approximate OrthDNNs via
either SVB, soft regularization, or SRIP perform as well
as strict ones, but at a much lower computational cost
2
, suggesting their advantage in practical use. Due to the
prohibitive computation of strict OrthDNNs on modern architectures of larger sizes, we choose to use approximate OrthDNNs in subsequent experiments, and correspondingly
use BN or our proposed BBN to replace DBN.
5.2 Comparison of hard and soft regularization for approximate OrthDNNs
In this section, we study algorithms of approximate OrthDNNs by comparing our proposed SVB with soft reg2. In table 1, the respective dominating computations of QR decomposition for manifold optimization and singular value decomposition
for SVB are based on CUDA implementation.
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Fig. 3. Validation curves of strict and approximate OrthDNNs on the CIFAR10 dataset [36] using architectures of a ConvNet (left)

and a ResNet (right) respectively of 20 weight layers.

TABLE 2

Comparison of approximate OrthDNNs via hard and soft
regularization on the CIFAR10 dataset [36], using a ResNet of
68 weight layers. Each setting is run for five times, and results
are reported in the format of best (mean ± standard deviation).

Training method

Error rate (%)

SGD with momentum + BN
Soft Regularization + BN
SRIP + BN
SVB + BN
Soft Regularization + BBN
SRIP + BBN
SVB + BBN

6.25 (6.43 ± 0.15)
6.12 (6.28 ± 0.12)
5.86 (5.95 ± 0.08)
5.84 (5.96 ± 0.17)
6.22 (6.30 ± 0.07)
5.99 (6.10 ± 0.11)
5.79 (5.88 ± 0.07)

ularization [13], [58] and SRIP [4]. The experiments are
conducted on CIFAR10 using a pre-activation version of
ResNet constructed in the same way as in section 5.1. Setting
X = 11 gives a total of 68 weight layers. To train the
network, we use learning rates that start at 0.5 and end
at 0.001, and decay every two epochs until the end of 160
epochs of training, where we set the mini-batch size as 128.
Comparison is made with the baseline of standard SGD
with momentum. We also switch BBN on or off to verify
its effectiveness. We fix  of SVB as 0.5, while the penalty λ
of soft regularization and κ of SRIP are optimally tuned as
0.005 and 0.01 respectively. We fix ˜ of BBN as 0.2. We run
each setting of experiments for five times, and report results
in the format of best (mean ± standard deviation).
Table 2 shows that approximate OrthDNNs via SVB, soft
regularization, and SRIP provide effective regularization
to network training, and SVB and SRIP outperform soft
regularization with a noticeable margin. Compared with
BN, our proposed BBN can better regularize training and
give slightly improved performance. Note that algorithmic
design of BBN may not be compatible with soft regularization and RRIP, which explains the degraded performance
when using them together.
5.3

Experiments with Modern Architectures

In this section, we investigate how our proposed SVB and
BBN methods provide regularization to modern architec-

tures of ResNet [23], Wide ResNet [62], DenseNet [27],
and ResNeXt [59]. We use CIFAR10, CIFAR100 [36], and
ImageNet [47] for these experiments. The CIFAR100 dataset
has the same number of 32 × 32 color images as CIFAR10
does, but it has 100 object categories where each category
contains one-tenth images of those of CIFAR10. We use
data augmentation in the same way as for CIFAR10. The
ImageNet dataset contains 1.28 million images of 1, 000
categories for training, and 50, 000 images for validation.
We use data augmentation as in [59].
For experiments on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100, we use the
following specific architectures. ResNet is constructed in the
same way as in section 5.1; we set X = 9 here giving
a total of 56 weight layers. Wide ResNet is the same as
“WRN-28-10” in [62]. ResNeXt is the same as “ResNeXt29 (16 × 64d)” in [59], i.e., the depth L = 29, cardinality
C = 16, and the feature width in each cardinal branch
d = 64. We use consistent hyper-parameters to train these
architectures. The learning rates start at 0.5 and end at 0.001,
and decay every two epochs until the end of 300 epochs of
training, where we set the mini-batch size as 64 — note
that this schedule with more training epochs and smaller
mini-batch size usually gives better empirical performance
than the training schedule used in section 5.2 does. We fix 
and ˜ of SVB and BBN as 0.5 and 0.2 respectively. Table
3 confirms that SVB and BBN improve generalization of
various architectures. We also observe that improvements
on CIFAR100 are generally greater than those on CIFAR10,
which may be due to the problem nature of smaller sample
size for CIFAR100. We will investigate how our methods
perform with varying sample sizes more thoroughly in the
subsequent section.
For experiments on ImageNet, we use top-performing
models of the following architectures: “ResNet-152” of [23],
“DenseNet-264” of [27], and “ResNeXt-101 (64×4d)” of [59].
To train these models, we use the same hyper-parameters as
respectively reported in these methods. The parameters 
and ˜ of SVB and BBN are fixed as 0.5 and 0.5 respectively.
Results in table 4 confirm that approximate OrthDNNs via
our proposed methods improve generalization by providing
effective regularization to large-scale learning.
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TABLE 3

Error rates (%) on the CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 [36] datasets
when applying our proposed SVB and BBN to various modern
architectures (referring to the main text for their specifics).

Method

CIFAR10

CIFAR100

ResNet W/O SVB+BBN
ResNet WITH SVB+BBN
Wide ResNet W/O SVB+BBN
Wide ResNet WITH SVB+BBN
ResNeXt W/O SVB+BBN
ResNeXt WITH SVB+BBN

5.68
5.28
3.78
3.24
4.12
3.33

27.71
26.47
20.02
18.75
20.65
16.94

Fig. 4. Regularization effects of our proposed SVB and BBN for
TABLE 4

Error rates (%) on the validation set of ImageNet [47] when
applying our proposed SVB and BBN to various modern
architectures (referring to the main text for their specifics).
Results are based on single-crop testing of the size 320 × 320.

5.4

Method

Top-1 error

Top-5 error

ResNet W/O SVB+BBN
ResNet WITH SVB+BBN
DenseNet W/O SVB+BBN
DenseNet WITH SVB+BBN
ResNeXt W/O SVB+BBN
ResNeXt WITH SVB+BBN

21.00
20.74
22.32
21.80
19.39
18.89

5.72
5.35
6.33
5.83
4.43
4.27

Effects of Varying Sample Sizes

We are also interested in the efficacy of SVB and BBN for
problems with varying sizes of training samples. To this
end, we respectively sample 1/10, 1/5, 1/2, or all of training
images per category from ImageNet [47], which constitute
our ImageNet training subsets of varying sizes. We train
the “ResNeXt-101 (64×4d)” model of [59] in the same way
as in section 5.3 for this investigation. Fig. 4 shows that
SVB and BBN consistently improve classification across the
regimes from small to large sizes of training samples, and
the improvements are more obvious for the smaller ones.
5.5

varying sizes of training samples. Results in terms of top-1 error
rate improvement (%) are obtained by training ResNeXt-101
[59] on ImageNet subsets that are constructed by respectively
sampling 1/10, 1/5, 1/2, or all of training images per category from ImageNet. Our methods regularize network training
and achieve improved results over the respective baselines of
44.10%, 34.21%, 25.32%, and 19.39%. Results are based on
single-crop testing of the size 320 × 320.

Robustness against Common Corruptions

We have shown in previous experiments that OrthDNNs,
particularly our proposed SVB and BBN, have better generalization to testing samples that are drawn from the same
distributions of training ones. In this section, we investigate the robustness of OrthDNNs when testing samples
are corrupted such that they are getting away from the
distributions of training ones. We focus on corruptions that
are frequently encountered in natural images, e.g., the “common” corruptions of noise, blur, weather, or digitization
[24]. Existing research suggests fragility of deep learning
models to corruptions of such kinds [16], and that finetuning on specific corruption types would help, but cannot
well generalize to other types of corruptions [18], [53].
To this end, we use the ImageNet-C dataset [24] that is
produced by applying 15 corruption types of 5 severity
levels to validation images of ImageNet [47] 3 . As indicated
3. The 15 types of corruptions include Gaussian Noise, Shot Noise,
Impulse Noise, Defocus Blur, Frosted Glass Blur, Motion Blur, Zoom
Blur, Snow, Frost, Fog, Brightness, Contrast, Elastic, Pixelate, and JPEG.
Refer to [24] for examples of corrupted ImageNet validation images.

Fig. 5. Robustness test of 5 severity levels on the ImageNet-C

dataset [24]. Results in terms of top-1 error rate improvement
(%) are obtained by applying ResNeXt-101 [59] models, which
are trained without or with regularization of our proposed SVB
and BBN, to either clean or corrupted validation images of
ImageNet. Our methods give improved results over the respective baselines of 19.39%, 30.56%, 39.26%, 47.09%, 58.50%, and
70.65%.

in [24], networks should not be trained or fine-tuned on
this dataset for testing of their robustness. We again use the
trained models of ResNeXt-101 as described in section 5.3,
with or without the regularization of SVB and BBN. Performance improvements of top-1 error rates are plotted in
fig. 5, where result for each severity level is an average over
the 15 types of corruptions. Compared with the result on
clean images of ImageNet validation set, fig. 5 demonstrates
better robustness of our proposed methods against common
corruptions, and the robustness stands gracefully with the
increase of severity levels.

6

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we present theoretical analysis to connect with
the recent interest of spectrally regularized deep learning
methods. Technically, we prove a new generalization error
bound for DNNs, which is both scale- and range-sensitive
to singular value spectrum of each of networks’ weight
matrices. The bound is established by first proving that
DNNs are of local isometry on data distributions of practical
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interest, and then introducing the local isometry property of
DNNs into a PAC based generalization analysis. We further
prove that the optimal bound w.r.t. the degree of isometry
is attained when each weight matrix has a spectrum of
equal singular values — OrthDNNs with weight matrices of
orthonormal rows or columns are thus the most straightforward choice. Based on such analysis, we present algorithms
of strict and approximate OrthDNNs, and propose a simple
yet effective algorithm called Singular Value Bounding.
We also propose Bounded Batch Normalization to make
compatible use of batch normalization with OrthDNNs.
Experiments on benchmark image classification show the
efficacy and robustness of OrthDNNs and our proposed
SVB and BNN methods.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3.1.
To prove lemma 3.1, we begin with the following lemma
regarding matrix pseudo-inverse.
Lemma A.1. Given a matrix W ∈ RM ×N and x ∈ X −
N (W ), where X is RN , we have

W †W x = x
where W † is the pseudo-inverse of W , given as W † = V Σ† U T
when W has the singular value decomposition W = U ΣV T ,
and Σ† is the matrix obtained by first taking the transpose of Σ,
and then the inverse of its non-zero elements.
Proof. Let R be the index set such that Σrr 6= 0, ∀r ∈ R.
Given any x ∈ X − N (W ), x can be represented as

x = V α,
where entries of α have αr = 0 when r 6∈ R. Then

W † W x = V Σ† U T U ΣV T V α
= V Σ† Σα.
Since ∀αr 6= 0, Σrr 6= 0, Σ†rr 6= 0, we have Σ† Σα = α,
which is to say W † W x = V α = x.
Now, we are going to prove lemma 3.1.
Proof. For any Wi with i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, performing singular
value decomposition (SVD) upon it, we have

Wi = Ui Σi ViT ,
where Ui and Vi are both orthogonal matrices.
Given any ∆ = x − x0 ∈ X − N (T ), let ∆i−1 =
Qi−1
j=1 Wj ∆, we have

Wi ∆i−1 = Ui Σi ViT ∆i−1 .
Let ∆0i−1 = ViT ∆i−1 . We show that if ∆0i−1,k 6= 0, then
Σi,kk 6= 0, which implies that ∆i−1 lies in the subspace
spanned by right singular vectors of Wi that have nonzero
singular values, where ∆0i−1,k and Σi,kk are respectively
the k th element of ∆0i−1 and k th diagonal element of Σi .
Suppose otherwise, for a set K, ∆0i−1,k 6= 0 and
Σi,kk = 0, ∀k ∈ K. Let vk denote the k th column of Vi ,
we reparameterize ∆i−1 as
X
X
∆i−1 =
∆0i−1,k vk +
∆0i−1,k vk ,
k6∈K

k∈K

∆0i−1,k

where the terms having
= 0 are omitted.
Qi−1
Denote W = j=1 Wj . Since ∆ ∈ X − N (T ), we have
∆ ∈ X − N (W ). By lemma A.1, we have W † ∆i−1 =
W † W ∆ = ∆ ∈ X − N (T ). Since
X
X
W † ∆i−1 = W † (
∆0i−1,k vk +
∆0i−1,k vk )
k6∈K

=

X
k6∈K

∆0i−1,k W † vk

k∈K

+

X
k∈K

∆0i−1,k W † vk ,
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A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3.2.

which is to say
X
X
∆=
∆0i−1,k W † vk +
∆0i−1,k W † vk .
k6∈K

k∈K

By assumption we have ∆0i−1,k 6= 0; we also have W † vk 6=
0 — otherwise ∆0i−1,k would be zero, and W † vk ⊥ W † vk0 ,
for k 6= k 0 ; Considering that ∆ ∈ X − N (T ), we have
W † vk ∈ X − N (T ). However, we assume Σi,kk = 0 for
k ∈ K, and have
X
T(
∆0i−1,k W † vk ) = 0,
k∈K
†

which implies W vk ∈ N (T ) and leads to a contradiction.
We thus prove that if ∆0i−1,k 6= 0, then Σi,kk 6= 0.
With the above result, we can constrain the sample
variation more precisely through singular values of weight
matrices. To be specific, for any pair of xi−1 ∈ Xi−1 and
x0i−1 ∈ Xi−1 , we have

||Wi xi−1 − Wi x0i−1 || = ||Wi (xi−1 − x0i−1 )||
= ||Ui Σi ViT (xi−1 − x0i−1 )||
= ||Σi ViT (xi−1 − x0i−1 )||
i
≥ ||σmin
IViT (xi−1 − x0i−1 )||
i
≥ σmin
||ViT (xi−1 − x0i−1 )||
i
= σmin
||(xi−1 − x0i−1 )||,

where the second and last equalities use the fact that an
orthogonal matrix does not change the norm of operated
vectors, and the two inequalities are derived based on our
result that for xi−1 − x0i−1 ∈ ∆i−1 , it lies in the subspace
spanned by the right singular vectors of Wi whose corresponding singular values are great than or equal to the
i
.
nonzero σmin
Similarly, we have
i
||Wi xi−1 − Wi x0i−1 || ≤ σmax
||(xi−1 − x0i−1 )||.

Denote ||xi−1 − x0i−1 || as di with d = ||x − x0 ||, we have
i
i
σmin
di ≤ ||Wi xi−1 − Wi x0i−1 || ≤ σmax
di .

Cascading on all layers, we have
L
Y

⇐⇒

i=1
L
Y

i
σmin
d ≤ ||

L
Y

Wi x −

i=1

L
Y
i=1

i
σmin
d ≤ ||T x − T x0 || ≤

i=1

L
Y

Wi x0 || ≤

i
σmax
d

i=1
L
Y

i
σmax
d.

i=1

Thus

|kT x − T x0 || − ||x − x0 k|
L
L
Y
Y
i
i
σmax
d − d|, |
σmin
d − d|)
≤ max(|
≤ max(|

i=1
L
Y

i=1
L
Y

i
σmax
− 1|2b, |

i
σmin
− 1|2b).

i=1

i=1

conclude the proof by showing T
L
L
Q
Q
i
i
2b max(|
σmax
− 1|, |
σmin
− 1|)-isometry.
We

i=1

i=1

is

of

Proof. We proceed by induction on layer l.
For l = 1, each row in Wl corresponds to a hyperplane in X . Thus, Wl imposes a hyperplane arrangement
A = {Wl,i }i=1,...,nl on X , and is associated with an index
set T (A, τ ) of the region set R(A), where Wl,i denotes the
ith row of Wl . Denote ali the neuron corresponding to a
hyperplane Wl,i ∈ A, we have
(
Wl,i x if x ∈ r ∀ r ∈ {q ∈ R|πi τ (q) = 1}
ali (x) =
0
otherwise,
i.e., ali is linear over regions of R that are active on the ith
neuron of the layer. We then have Qli = {q ∈ R|πi τ (q) = 1}
as the support of ali .
To present the effect in the form of Wl , we have

Wlq = diag(τ (q))Wl ,
Snl
which is a linear map over each q ∈ Ql = i=1
Qli . The
case l = 1 is proved, with τ1 = τ .
Assume now for all the neurons alj , j = 1, . . . , nl , of
layer l, alj is a linear functional over its support Qlj , and
is 0-valued otherwise. We proceed by building a new set
of regions Q(l+1)i , i = 1, . . . , nl+1 , for layer l + 1, whose
neurons are linear functionals over regions of Q(l+1)i .
We separately discuss the cases of g with or without max
pooling.
First, when g does not include max pooling, for a neuron
a(l+1)i of layer l + 1, it is a functional of the form

a(l+1)i = g

nl
X

Wl+1,ij alj

j=1

= g pre(a(l+1)i ),
where Wl+1,ij is the (i, j)-entry of Wl+1 . Since ∀q ∈
S
nl
j=1 Qlj , alj , j = 1, . . . , nl , is a linear functional over q ,
so is the linear combination pre(a(l+1)i ) of them.
When pre(a(l+1)i )(x) > 0 ∀x ∈ q , g pre(a(l+1)i ) =
pre(a(l+1)i ), and q is not further divided by neuron i. When
pre(a(l+1)i )(x) > 0 for some of x ∈ q , by the fact that
pre(a(l+1)i ) is a monotonous function, it splits q into two
regions q+ and q− , where ∀x ∈ q+ , pre(a(l+1)i )(x) > 0
and ∀x ∈ q− , pre(a(l+1)i )(x) ≤ 0. Since g sets a(l+1)i = 0
∀x ∈ q− , a(l+1)i is a linear functional over q+ . When
pre(a(l+1)i )(x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ q , q does not provide support
for neuron i, but it may support other neurons.
Consequently, neurons al+1 further divide the region
q into sub-regions, where for each region, al+1 is a linear
map. We say the boundaries of the new set of regions as the
hyperplane arrangement induced by neurons, with a alight
abuse of terminology. For the newly created set of regions
Ql+1 , we define the labeling function τl+1 for layer l + 1
such that for x ∈ q 0 ∈ Ql+1 , we have
(
1 if a(l+1)i (x) > 0
relu
πi τl+1 (x) =
0 if a(l+1)i (x) ≤ 0.
Since for each q 0 ∈ Ql+1 , it is a sub-region of q ∈ Ql , q 0 ∈ Ql
holds true as well. In this case, the new set of regions are
built.
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For the case that g includes max pooling, the neuron is
of the form
nl
X
a(l+1)i = max( ReLU
Wl+1,(si+k)j alj )
k∈K

q . Given that we are interested in TqL in this paper, we drop
the upper index, and denote it as
Tq =

j=1

= max( pre(a(l+1)i )k ),
k∈K

where K is index set of neurons being pooled with |K| = s,
nl
P
and pre(a(l+1)i )k denotes ReLU
Wl+1,(si+k)j alj .

L
Y

Wiq ,

i=1

and the corresponding region set QL is the set of regions
over which T is linear. We also drop the index, and denote
it as Q.

j=1

Similarly, for each k ∈ K , pre(a(l+1)i )k may split q
into two sub-regions. Denote the boundary as Hk if it
indeed splits. {Hk }k∈K , together with the boundary of
q , forms a hyperplane arrangement A∗(l+1)i induced by
neurons within q . Denote the set of regions in this new
arrangement as Q∗(l+1)i , for each q ∗ ∈ Q∗(l+1)i , consider the set of hyperplanes A0(l+1)i = { pre(a(l+1)i )k −
pre(a(l+1)i )k0 }k<k0 ,k,k0 ∈K . With a similar argument, they
will create another hyperplane arrangement A0(l+1)i within
q ∗ . For q 0 ∈ Q0(l+1)i , H ∈ A0(l+1)i does not have discontinuity in derivative — does not suddenly switch from
constant function 0 to non-zero linear function. Now within
each q 0 , we impose an order on A∗(l+1)i , if pre(a(l+1)i )k −
pre(a(l+1)i )k0 ≥ 0, we say Hk ≥ Hk0 . Given that K is a finite
totally ordered set, the maximum element w.r.t. the defined
order exists, and we denote its index as kmax . Thus, for
each q 0 , a(l+1)i = pre(a(l+1)i )kmax , which we have proved
to be a linear function over q 0 in the ReLU case, so is ali .
Thus similar to the ReLU only case, Max Pooling with ReLU
divides q into a new set of regions as well.
For the newly created set of regions Ql+1 , we have a
composed labeling function

A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3.3.
Proof. By lemma 3.2, a set of regions Q exists such that for
q ∈ Q, Tq is a linear mapping induced by T over q .
For any given x ∈ X , denote the region it belongs to as
qx . Let dmin = minx∈S (x) minx0 ∈∂qx ρ(x, x0 ), the shortest
m
distance from x to the boundary of qx , denoted as ∂qx ,
among all training samples. Denote by alk the neuron that
defines the hyperplane corresponding to the boundary that
produces the shortest distance dmin . Note that alk may
exist in the intermediate network layers, i.e., 1 ≤ l ≤ L,
and the specific value of l depends on the training set
Sm and the learned T . By Corollary 3.1., we have ∀{x0 ∈
X | x + (x0 − x) ∈ qx }, alk|x (x) − alk|x (x0 ) = alk|x (x − x0 ).
Thus

||alk|x (x) − alk|x (x0 )|| = ||alk|x (x − x0 )||
≤ ||alk|x ||||x − x0 ||
= ||alk|x ||dmin .
Given x0 ∈ ∂qx , it implies alk (x0 ) = 0, and we have a lower
bound on dmin as

max
relu
τl+1 (q) = τl+1
(q)τl+1
(q),

||alk|x (x) − alk|x (x0 )||
||alk|x ||
|alk|x (x)|
=
||alk|x ||
|alk|x (x)|
,
≥ l
Q i
σmax |x

dmin ≥

where τ relu is defined as before, and
(
1 if k = argmaxk∈K a(l+1)k (x), ∀x ∈ q
max
πk τl+1 (q) =
0 otherwise.
Since for each q 0 ∈ Ql+1 , it is a sub-region of q ∈ Ql ,
q ∈ Ql holds true as well. In this case, the new set of regions
are built. The max pooling case is proved.
The same with the case l = 1, to present the effect in the
relu
form of Wl , denoting τl+1 (x) = τl+1
for ReLU only case,
max relu
and τl+1 (x) = τl+1 τl+1 for ReLU with Max Pooling case,
we have in the ReLU only case
0

q
Wl+1
= diag(τl+1 (q))Wl+1 ,

and in the ReLU and Max Pooling case,
q
Wl+1
= Pl+1 diag(τl+1 (q))Wl+1 ,
Snl+1
which both are linear maps over q ∈ Ql+1 = i=1
Q(l+1)i (
note that Pl+1 is a also a linear mapping/matrix).
q
By induction, ∀i ≤ l + 1, Wi is a linear map. Cascading
the result, we have the neural network T as a linear map
over q ∈ Q(l+1)
l+1
Y
Tql+1 =
Wiq .
i=1

We now finish the induction and prove that for 0 < l ≤
L, there exists a set Ql such that ∀q ∈ Ql , Tql is linear over

i=1

q

i
σmax
|x

where
is the maximum singular value of Wi for
i = 1, . . . , l.
q
Since Wi is a submatrix of Wi , by Cauchy interlacing
i
i
law by rows deletion [12], we have σmax
|x ≤ σmax , and

dmin ≥

|alk|x (x)|
.
l
Q
i
σmax
i=1

Denote o(Sm , T )/2 = |alk|x (x)| to stress the fact that it
is a fixed value once Sm and T are given, we have a lower
bound
o(Sm , T )/2
r=
,
l(SQ
m ,T )
i
σmax
i=1

where we have explicitly write l(Sm , T ) to emphasize the
dependence of l on Sm and T . In addition, qx ∈ Q, we have
T is linear over qx . Consequently, a covering set of X with
radius r is found, such that within each covering ball, T is
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linear. Then for any given x ∈ X and {x0 ∈ X | ||x − x0 || ≤
r}, x0 ∈ qx , thus T x − T x0 = T|x (x − x0 ). The diameter γ
of the covering ball is 2r.

A PPENDIX D
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3.4.

Ci . Note that (|Ni |)i=1...K is an IDD multimonial random
variable with parameters m and (|µ(Ci )|)i=1...K . Then
|R(f ◦ T ) − Rm (f ◦ T )|
K
m
X
1 X
=|
Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)]µ(Ci ) −
L(f (T xi ), yi )|
m i=1
i=1
≤|

K
X

m

Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)]

i=1

Proof. By lemma 3.3, there exists a covering of X such that
(x)
T is linear over each covering ball B containing x ∈ Sm ,
denoted as T|B . By lemma 3.1, within such a B , T|B is
δ|B -isometry w.r.t. variation space X − N (T|B ). By Cauchy
interlacing law by rows deletion [12], we have

+|

K
X

|Ni |
1 X
L(f (T xi ), yi )|
−
m
m i=1

Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)]µ(Ci ) −

i=1

K
X

Ez∼µ [L(f (T x), y)]

i=1

K
1 X X
≤|
m i=1 j∈N

i

max

z 0 ∈Ci ,x0 −xj ∈Pxj

|L(f (T x0 ), y 0 ) − L(f (T xj ), yj )|
(18)

i
σmax
|B

≤

i
σmax
,

i
σmin
|B

≥

i
σmin
,

+ | max |L(f (T x), y)|
z∈Z

i
i
where σmin
and σmax
, i = 1, . . . , L, are respectively the
minimum and maximum singular values of weight matrices
i
i
of T , and σmin
|B and σmax |B are the corresponding ones of
T|B .
Some extra attentions need to be taken to deal
with the Pl matrix introduced by max pooling. Note
that in lemma 3.2, ||Pl diag(τl (q))Wl x|| is equivalent to
|| diag(τl (q))Wl x|| since in computing the norm, a summation is computed anyway. Thus, the Cauchy interlacing law
q
by row deletion applies to Wl with Pl as well.
Denote

1
δ|B

=

δ1 =

L
Y
i=1
L
Y

i
σmax
|B ,

2
δ|B

=

L
Y

i
σmin
|B ,

i=1
i
σmax
, δ2 =

i=1

L
Y

i
σmin
.

i=1

1
2
Anchoring the four points δB
, δ|B
, δ 1 , δ 2 on the graph of
2
1
f (x) = |x − 1|, we observe that [δ|B , δ|B
] lies between the
2 1
interval [δ , δ ]. Thus we have
1
2
max(|δ|B
− 1|, |δ|B
− 1|) ≤ max(|δ 1 − 1|, |δ 2 − 1|).
1
2
Since T|B means T over B is max(|δ|B
− 1|, |δ|B
− 1|)1
2
isometry, which implies that it is also max(|δ − 1|, |δ − 1|)isometry.

A PPENDIX E
P ROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Proof. Similar to the proof of theorem 2.1, we partition the
space Z via the assumed γ -cover. Since X is a k -dimensional
k
manifold, its covering number is upper bounded by CX
/γ k .
Let K be the overall number of covering set, which is upper
k
bounded by |Y|CX
/γ k . Denote Ci the ith covering ball, and
let Ni be the set of index of training samples that fall into

K
X
i=1

|

|Ni |
− µ(Ci )||.
m

(19)

Remember that z = (x, y).
By the assumption that T is γ -cover δ -isometry w.r.t. Px
(x)
of x ∈ Sm and the Lipschitz constant of L ◦ f is A, suppose
the maximum is achieved at xk and xk ∈ Cp , we have

max

z 0 ∈Cp ,x0 −xk ∈Pxk

≤A
≤A

|L(f (T x0 ), y 0 ) − L(f (T xk ), yk )|

max

||T|xk (x0 − xk )||

(20)

max

(||x0 − xk || + δ)

(21)

z 0 ∈Cp ,x0 −xk ∈Pxk
z 0 ∈Cp ,x0 −xk ∈Pxk

|Ni |
|
m

≤A(γ + δ),
QL
i
where δ = 2b| i=1 σmax
− 1| in (21) since we have
Q
0
0
i
||T|xk (x −xk )|| ≤ ||x −xk ||+2b| L
i=1
!σmax −1| by Lemma
l(SQ
,T
)
m
i
3.1, and γ = o(Sm , T )/
σmax
> 0 by Lemma 3.3,
i=1

with values of o(Sm , T ) and 1 ≤ l(Sm , T ) ≤ L depending
on the training set Sm and learned network T . Thus eq. (18)
is less than or equal to A(γ + δ) with the specified γ and δ .
By Breteganolle-Huber-Carol
inequality, eq. (19) is less than
q
log(2)|Y|2k+1 C k

2 log(1/ν)

X
+
.
or equal to M
m
γk n
The proof is finished. Note that given the covering
CX k
) , we have also proved that
number of X as N = ( γ/2
the algorithm is (|Y|N , A(γ + δ))-robust.

A PPENDIX F
In this section, we present a SGD based algorithm for
the constrained optimization problem (i.e. problem (13))
of training a DNN of L layers with parameters Θ =
{Wl , bl }L
l=1 and objective function L. The constraints enforce the weight matrix (kernel) Wl ∈ Rnl ×nl−1 of any
lth layer of the network staying on the Stiefel manifold
defined as Ml = {Wl ∈ Rnl ×nl−1 |Wl> Wl = I}, assuming
nl ≥ nl−1 . The presented algorithm applies directly to fullyconnected network layers. For convolutional layers used in
CNNs, one may refer to section 4.5 for how to convert their
layer kernels as matrices.
For the tth iteration of SGD, the algorithm performs the
following sequential steps to update Wlt ∈ Ml for the
lth network layer with l ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Updating of other
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network parameters such as bias vectors {bl }L
l=1 is the same
as standard SGD based methods. The algorithm is similar
to those of optimization on matrix manifolds in [1], [9], [45],
where properties of convergence are also analyzed.
1)

2)

3)
4)

∂L
Compute the gradient ∂W
t in the embedding Eul
clidean space via back-propagation. One may alternatively use the momentum [52] to replace the
gradient term in the following steps.
∂L
Project ∂W
t (or its momentum version) onto the
l

∂L
tangent space TWlt Ml by PWlt ∂W
t , to obtain
l
the manifold gradient ΩWlt . For the considered
Stiefel manifold, the tangent space at Wlt is defined as TWlt Ml = {Z ∈ Rnl ×nl−1 |Wlt> Z +
Z > Wlt = 0}, and the projection operator
 ∂L is
∂L
t
t>
defined as PWlt ∂W
=
I
−
W
W
+
t
l
l
∂Wlt
l


>
1
∂L
t
t
t> ∂L
2 Wl Wl ∂Wlt − ∂Wlt Wl , where I is the
identity matrix of compatible size.
Update Wlt as Wlt − η t ΩWlt with the step size η t
that satisfies conditions of convergence [1], [9].
Perform the retraction RWlt (−η t ΩWlt ) that defines a mapping from the tangent space to the
Stiefel manifold, and update Wlt as Wlt+1 =
RWlt (−η t ΩWlt ). The retraction is achieved by
RWlt (−η t ΩWlt ) = Q(Wlt − η t ΩWlt ), where the
operator Q denotes the Q factor of the QR matrix
decomposition. QR decomposition can be computed
using Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization.

A PPENDIX G
P ROOF OF L EMMA 4.1
Proof. We first consider the general case, and let P =
min(M, N ). Denote singular values of W as σ1 = · · · =
f as σ̃1 ≥ · · · ≥ σ̃P . Based
σP = 1, and singular values of W
on the properties of matrix extreme singular values, we have

σ1 = kW k2 = max
x6=0

kW xk2
kW xk2
= min
= σP = 1.
x6
=
0
kxk2
kxk2

Let x∗ = arg maxx6=0

σ̃1 =

f xk2
kW
kxk2 ,

we have

f x∗ k2
kW
kGW x∗ k2
kGk2 kW x∗ k2
=
≤
,
kx∗ k2
kx∗ k2
kx∗ k2

where we have used the fact that kAbk2 ≤ kAk2 kbk2 for
any A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rn . We thus have

σ̃1 ≤ kGk2

kW x∗ k2
kW xk2
≤ kGk2 max
= |gmax |.
x6=0
kx∗ k2
kxk2

e.
Since G has nonzero entries, we have W = G−1 G
f xk2
kW
∗
Let x = arg minx6=0 kxk2 , the properties of matrix
extreme singular values give σ̃P =
xk2
minx6=0 kW
kxk2

1 = min
x6=0

e ∗ k2
kGx
kx∗ k2 ,

and σP =

= 1. We thus have

e 2
e ∗ k2
e ∗ k2
kG−1 Gxk
kG−1 Gx
kGx
≤
≤ kG−1 k2
,
∗
kxk2
kx k2
kx∗ k2

which gives σ̃P ≥ |gmin |. Overall, we have

|gmax | ≥ σ̃1 ≥ · · · ≥ σ̃P ≥ |gmin |.

We next consider the special case of M ≤ N and
rank(W ) = M . Without loss of generality, we assume
diagonal entries {gi }M
i=1 of G are all positive and ordered.
f = IGW , where I is an identity
By definition we have W


matrix of size M × M . Let V = W > , W ⊥> , where W ⊥
denotes the orthogonal complement of W , we thus have
f by construction as W
f = I [G, 0] V > . When
the SVD of W
M
some values of {gi }i=1 are not positive, the SVD can be
constructed by changing the signs of the corresponding
columns of either I or V . Since matrix singular values
are uniquely determined (while singular vectors are not),
f are thus exactly {|gi |}M .
singular values of W
i=1

